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Editor’s Note
The Arden came to me the same way Columbus State University
came to me—largely by accident, and when I wasn’t looking for it. Being older
than the average undergraduate, I’ve discovered that this seems to be a theme
of adulthood in general. Things happen to you—sometimes because you’ve
worked for them, sometimes not at all—and all you can do is the best you can
do. It’s only as vapid as it is true.
This fundamental truth is, I think, the best justification for art,
should it need one. Whereas life is uncertain, art is solid. Whereas the future
is out there, art abides here. And always will. Once created, once displayed or
distributed, art exists. We can return to it again and again, and find ourselves
there. Though only a small student journal, Arden is involved in that same
project. For many of the writers and artists found here, it should be no more
than a small beginning in that project.
That said, I hope I’ve done the literary and artistic communities at
this university some semblance of justice. They’ve certainly earned that right.
Sitting at this desk, reading the submissions that came across it, and working
with my peers to build this journal has been one of the highlights of my time
here.
Without any further nonsense, it’s my pleasure to present Arden
2017.
Justin Briley
Editor-in-Chief
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Making America Great Again
by Amanda Black
Stepping into the shop I can feel the grime covered tile vibrating
beneath my feet. The sound of revving engines amplify in this small dank
space. The glass counters are cloudy with a community of finger prints.
The topside cluttered with invoices and instruction manuals. Every inch of
the four walls is claimed by pictures of happy customers and past due bills,
birthday cards and cob webs. A ‘final Sale’ sign lives in the center of all the
chaos. The garage out back blares country music.
Harvey has been my mechanic for three years now. He knew I was
coming. 1 ring the old faded bell sitting at the edge of the counter. No one
appears. I step out to peer around the side. When I come back in I’m greeted
by three men I’d never seen before. Their facial expressions tell me I’ve
somehow crossed enemy lines. The oldest is wrinkly and has tired eyes. He
must be the new secretary. The other two sport dingy white t-shirts with pit
stains. Oil caked finger nails, and pink necks from straining in the garage.
Who are these guys?
“What you need?”The oldest man says slouching over the counter.
His denim shirt is tucked into his thick blue jeans with a confederate belt
on. Not at all surprising. It’s hot as hell in here.The oscillating fan blows sad
air, moving the gray hairs stuck to his sweaty pink forehead. “I’m here to pay
Harvey, and pick up the green scooter .’’The younger one to his right shifts
his weight and takes out a cigarette. The one to his left keeps eye contact and
remains still. I don’t like these guys.The elder gives a fake smile as he grunts
and groans his way to the wild stack of work orders. Flipping through the
pile with pursed lips. Cigarette smoke fogs the room.
“He’s doing a run. You got money?”
“What?” I say hearing him the first time. He repeats. “I’m sorry, one
more time?” He repeats even louder. Dumbass.The still duke make a loud
fake cough.The older one shakes his head and smiles. “Sit down there, he’ll
be here in 5 minutes.” I turn to notice one lonely high chair with tape around
it’s legs; the cushion from the seat busting through. I stand. Where the hell
is Harvey? The still one now moves to sit in the non-broken chair on his side
of the counter. His hair matted with sweat. He wears a dirty Salt Lake City
t-shirt and worn down Nikes. He only looks when I’m not looking. I want
to leave. I catch a glimpse of my green chariot. I can’t leave it here alone.
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Especially now that they know it’s mine.
Gravel and rock tumble across the ground as a truck and trailer pull
into the parking lot. Finally, some back up. I turn to watch Harvey run to my
scooter and check it.
“That is some interesting hair you got on ya head .’’The old guy says,
motioning to my high puff. I didn’t expect to come to a mechanic’s shop to talk
about hair. I already know where this is going I sigh loudly and look at him. He
and the others exchange a look.
How do you get a comb through it?” The other two nod their heads
and look at me expectantly. “Magic” I say not smiling. Harvey comes breezing
in with a wide smile. One Hundred keys dangling from his belt, and sunglass
around his neck. He ignores the tension as the guys say their hellos. “Harvey,
aint her hair interesting?”The old one says sarcastically.
I cross the threshold into the parking lot, wanting to put space
between me and them. I back away slowly while listening to Harvey. “Never
you mind her hair. Listen, don’t bother payin today darling, It didn’t take no
time to get them breaks looked at. You can just hop on that green rocket and
fly.” Thank you Harvey, I think I will.
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Culloden Moor
by Lauren Miley

On the battlefield I waited
for the canon’s deep roar.
O Death would surely find me there
on dark Culloden Moor.

Blood-red coats and tattered tartans;
all men are equal slain.
O Brothers, lay still in the heather,
Ye have not died in vain.

All ‘round me, men fell to their knees
wounded and in prayer.
“O Christ, why hast Thou forsaken me?”
they cried out in despair.

Musket fire and canon smoke
would lead us to death’s door.
O Lord, delivered me from hell
there on Culloden Moor.
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Life Wish
by Stephen Reynolds
I want to be killed by a meteorite.
Not today necessarily, but when my time is up. I’m picky, not
impatient. God will end my days whenever he sees fit; I can only hope He
does it with flare, with a purpose-built extraterrestrial boulder—a crumb of
the moon perhaps, shrapnel from some cosmic collision—cutting through
space and atmosphere, sacrificing most of itself as it blazes toward its target,
completing its mission by scattering tiny, charred bits of my spent body about
the surrounding landscape, or better still, by driving me deep into the earth
from which I came.
Of course my chances of being annihilated by a meteorite are pretty
slim. Lightning is more likely. A high-voltage roasting, while marginally less
spectacular than my preferred exit method, still drips with style. Sinkholes are
cool too; if one day the earth opens wide and swallows me in a big, dramatic
gulp, I won’t feel cheated. Nor would I complain if I were sucked from this
life by a tornado; it would be a wild ride for sure, right up to the end. I should
keep some Dramamine handy; I’d hate to throw up all over St. Peter’s shoes.
I’m not suggesting that death can only be exciting if it’s the result
of some grand natural phenomenon. Falling out of an airplane, for example,
would be an interesting demise. Not only would I land on the local 6:00 news,
but my last moments would be weightless and saturated with adrenaline.Then
again, if adrenaline is what I’m after, a brawl with a grizzly bear might be more
effective. No, with a lion. More exotic. Granted I’m not a fan of pain, but a
little short-lived agony would be a small price to pay for a compelling obituary.
In the absence of blood-thirsty wild animals or angry clouds or falling
space rocks, I suppose a good farming accident would suffice. I was once
intrigued by a warning label on a hay baler: a stick figure, apparently having
reached into the implement without first shutting it off, was being pulled
inside it, his little stick legs horizontal, kicking. Or stiff—it’s hard to tell with
stick figures.Yes it would be a gruesome end, but I’d be immortalized in an
anecdote. So what if my final thirty seconds—a negligible percentage of my
life, even if it ended today—are excruciating and gory? I’d be remembered
forever; I’d inspire horror movies and more warning labels and maybe even
poets.The future would know I had lived.
A friend of mine died recently. Heart trouble. We worked together
for several years; when I met him he’d been with the company nearly as long
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as I’d been alive. He was a good employee, a good citizen, a good man. He
lived a good life; he married young, had a couple of kids, and worked hard for
their food and home and white picket fence. Every five years their driveway
was graced with a new Toyota, which every June they’d pack full and drive to
Florida.Then it was back to work to pay for it all. He was a routine man. Forty
hours a week, fifty-one weeks a year, for three decades he worked in that shop.
When he retired this past December they gave him a Rolex—a real one—in
recognition of his loyalty. Cliche, but nice. Congratulations, we all told him. Well
done.
Fast Tuesday they say he lay down for a nap, left wrist wrapped in
Rolex, and never woke up. What an awful way to go.
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Untitled, Ashley Colbert

Study
by Olivia Ivings
A big, green, leather chair
with brass pins tarnished—
faded from twenty years
of sitting. The acrid scent of
pipe tobacco steeping through the room.
A pricey French rug on cold,
wood floors. White Spanish
Lladro on the mantle, Immaculate.
The exasperating smoker’s bark.
A red haired four-year-old
with gapped teeth.
He is the tallest man I’ve seen.
Wearing a yellow polo. Penny
loafers. Gray curls tightly combed.
Deep set wrinkles
from a lifetime of work.
Despite all this evolution, standing
straight was still so hard.
The lapis walls, lined with shelves,
hold plenty dilapidated, vanillin
perfumed books. 1 choose to pick out the
Mother Goose Golden book.
Tawny from years of sitting.
It is one of two books I can read.
I crawl up in Papa’s recliner
like a brave adventurer, and from the
brittle book I totter over the tale
about the woman living in a
shoe. Falling over small words.
When I finish, Papa makes me
read it over, and over, and again
until the words slip out of my lips—
dear lladro sliding between tiny
hands. Crashing,
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Tree House
by Hannah Coiner
Jonny lay on the grass peering up at me as though he didn’t recognize
my face. We had been friends since birth. Jonny was always an odd kid, and
the predicament he found himself in this time was no surprise with all the
adventures we shared. There was that one time we ventured into the woods
behind his house looking for craw-dads.Then there was the moment he and
I sneaked our first puff of a cigarette. Everything happened in that stretch of
woods.
I looked up, remembering what had gotten Jonny in this mess in the
first place.
Jonny’s tree house had been built, 20 feet above ground in an elegant
magnolia. Many hours were put into this mammoth of a tree house. Jonny
didn’t do anything half-way. Not only did the tree house have a beautifully
crafted pine base, but there was molding along the base of the room. The
interior was strung with Christmas lights and ivy. The house even included
windows. Lush carpets and blankets were strewn along the floor of the tree
house, making it look as though it elegantly strode out of Southern Living. This
grand design had been cooked up in Jonny’s head for several weeks. Carefully
working alongside his father, a carpenter, Jonny laid the plans to make sure
every dimension was exactly right—first the windows, then the baseboards,
right down to the plantation blinds.
As the leaves began to fall, Jonny brought a heater inside the tree
house as an extra accessory to add to the grandiose nature of the whole thing.
We were all enjoying our time together playing cards. Somehow, Jonny
concocted the idea to create a dramatic exit from the tree house, tying pillow
cases end-to-end, just as any great novelist would’ve written it. No one knows
exactly where Jonny procured the pillow cases, but he was determined. Some
of the boys had an uneasy feeling, murmuring something about their mother’s
needing them at home. Why not use the expertly crafted ladder leading up to
the tree house?
“That’s just the easy way out,” Jonny quipped.
The painfully slow process of tying pillow cases together was finally
finished. Jonny was ready to take the leap. Getting into rappelling stance,
Jonny made sure his hips, knees, and feet were in proper stance. He gave a
quick salute and lost his balance.
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Holy Communion
by LeahVahjen
In dark plaid skirts and white knee-high socks,
the giddy girls of St. Catherine of Siena lined up
at the blackboard to practice receiving the Body of Christ.
Twelve years old and barely budding beneath our sweaters,
we stared at Sister Anne Marie’s stiff habit and soft jowls
as she warned us of the infernal depths below
where I imagined we would forever be mauled
by packs of powerful hellhounds
if we ever practiced receiving the body of man.
I’m sure I felt them tearing into my flesh, years later
as the fire burned beneath me, and I bleated stop,
and my tongue tasted of ash and unleavened bread.
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Pigtails
by Taylor Aspinwall
The moment I saw her I couldn’t take my eyes off of her. She was just so
beautiful. She had a small, delicate frame, which made her look like she was made
out of fine china, and that if you looked at her the wrong way, she might shatter.
She was standing outside of her house in just enough sunlight to accent her golden
hair. It was 8:04 on a Tuesday morning. I found myself taking a new route to work,
where I would have to pass her house every morning in hopes that I would see her,
and I did see her. Every weekday morning. At 8:04.
I needed to talk to her, to figure out some way that I could meet her.
However, every situation that I played out in my head just never seemed right. I
even went to the pound and adopted a dog just so I could walk by her in an attempt
to strike up conversation. On the third day that I walked by her house, she asked
me if she could pet him. She had the most melodious voice. It was then, when she
spoke, that I knew I had to have her; I had to make her mine.
Today was the day. I glanced at my watch. 8:04. Where was she? I watched
as the second hand ticked around the face of my watch. 8:05. My eyes shifted from
her house to my watch and back again. I fumbled with the dog leash in my hand
to try to seem busy. 8:06. I started breaking out in a nervous sweat. She was two
minutes late; she was never late. Where was she? I started to pace on the sidewalk.
8:07.The door to her house opened, and she ran out, lunchbox in hand, pigtails
swinging. I smiled. This is what I had been waiting for, and it was all going to go
according to plan.
She waved at me as I approached, and I did my best to look upset. “Hey, I
need your help. You know my dog, right? Well, he got off of his leash a few streets
over. I could really use your help finding him since you know what he looks like.”
“I don’t know. My bus is supposed to be here soon, and my mom told me
that I shouldn’t talk to strangers. She said something bad could happen to me.”
“It won’t take long, and it would really go faster if you helped me look for
him.You wouldn’t want him to get run over would you? And I’m not a stranger; I
see you every morning before you go to school.”
She glanced back at her house. “I guess you’re right. I bet he’s missing you
right now. Did you know that we have a dog? His name is Sven, like the reindeer
from Frozen. My mom let me name him.” She took my hand, and just like that, she
was mine.
***

“We’ve been walking a really long time, and my feet hurt.”We were four
streets over from her house.
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“What if we go to my car and drive around looking for him, that way
you can rest your feet, and we can keep looking for him? I am sure he’s really
sad without me...” I trailed off and looked at her out of the corner of my
eye. She was so beautiful with her dimples and the gaps where her front teeth
should have been that only appeared when smiled. She hadn’t stopped talking
about her dog since we began walking.
“I really am going to be late for my bus....” She looked behind her,
back towards her house, but she continued to hold my hand. I stopped walking
and dropped down to her level.

“I’H tel1 y°u what,” I said, rubbing her arms, “We find Spot, and I’ll
take you to the school so you won’t be late. Sound good?” She kept looking
over her shoulder, wanting to go back, but she finally turned to me and smiled,
agreeing. I was so close to her, and I could smell a faint hint of strawberries.
Great! My car is this way,” pointing up the street.
***

“Alright, are you buckled in? Do you have your Spot radar on?” She
gave me a thumbs up and a toothless grin, that grin that could melt any man’s
heart. I couldn’t believe that this was mine. It was all falling in to place, and
I couldn t believe how easy it was. She was mine, and I was going to give her
everything she deserved.
The car roared to life, and the radio started to play aTop 40’s song
that I didn t care enough about to know the name, but her eyes lit up at the
recognition of the song. She started to sing, and her voice was even more
angelic than I had thought when she originally spoke. She was perfect, and she
just kept getting better.
Do you know who sings this? Her name is Hailee, just like me, but I
spell mine different. H-A-L-E-Y. Mrs. Jackson said that I write my name’really
good, and that I have the best handwriting in my entire class.” Haley. Haley. The
name played over and over in my mind. Haley. The perfect name for a perfect
girl.
The houses that we passed were all so normal for this neighborhood,
white picket fence, at least two stories each. The people that lived inside these
houses were all the same, the same workaholic parents that all ignored their
children s lives, the same children that were showered with material items to
fill the void that their parents left. They were the “perfect” families by society’s
standards. Haley deserved so much better, someone that would give her all the
attention that she ever could ask for. She deserved someone that was perfect
for her, and I was ready to start my life with her in my life; I was ready to be
her savior.
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The stop-light shown red when we came to the intersection. She
looked over at me with her big blue eyes. “Do you want to know something?
I love puppies. I love puppies a whole lot. We had to write this story in Mrs.
Jackson’s class about our favorite animal. I wrote mine about my puppy, Sven.
His favorite food is the beefy kind. I think Spot would really like Sven. I think
they could be really awesome friends. Sven likes to chase squirrels in the
backyard near my trampoline. Does Spot like to chase squirrels? Have you ever
been on a trampoline? It’s really fun. Maybe one day, you can bring Spot over
to play with Sven, and you can see my trampoline. Wouldn’t that be fun?”
I chuckled and smiled at her. She was everything I could ever ask for,
so playful and exciting. “Spot loves squirrels, and I used to play on a trampoline
at my father’s house growing up.”The light turned green, and I sped up. I
watched as the needle read 40 mph, then SO mph, and finally 60 mph. I looked
at the time on the dash, 8:34 am. Thirty minutes was all it had taken.
“We won’t ever find Spot if you are going that fast. My mom told me
that going fast in a car can make you get hurt.” She looked out the window,
and a sense of realization crossed her face. “We aren’t in my neighborhood
anymore. Where are we going? Spot ran away near my house. We should be
looking back there.” She turned around, looking and pointing out of the back
glass.
I could sense a bit of fear in her voice. She didn’t need to be scared.
I was going to take care of her. My grip on the steering wheel tightened, and I
watched as the needle reached 65 mph. I focused in on the road, and all sounds
just disappeared.
I felt her tap on my arm, and I felt her warmth linger on my arm after
she stopped, but her voice was not as warm. She was yelling. At me. “HEY!
AREYOU EVEN LISTENING TO ME?! I WANT TO GOTO SCHOOL!”
School. She wanted to leave me. She wanted to leave me already. She hadn’t
even seen the room I had set up for her at my house. I knew then that if I
showed her that room, her new room, she would want to stay. She had to.
“Okay! Okay! Please stop yelling! Please. We just have to go
somewhere first. It won’t take long.” My knuckles were white, but I didn’t
loosen my grip on the steering wheel. She was staring out the window, and
there were tears falling down her face.The playful, energetic beauty that I had
seen only a few moments before was gone and was replaced by this annoying,
whiny child. I had to get my blonde haired, blue eyed beauty back.
“Please, just take me to school. I won’t tell anyone. I promise. I don’t
want my mom to be mad at me. Please...” Her voice trailed off. She was
hugging her bookbag tightly, disfiguring the printed face of Elsa. I needed her
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to stop this crying. She was going to have such a better life with me; I could
give her the attention that she deserved; 1 just needed my toothless princess to
come back to me.
I ignored her and kept my eyes on the road. Businessmen and women
were in the cars surrounding ours. They were going about their everyday lives.
1 bet they were consumed by their work, just like Haley’s parents were. I bet
her parents wouldn’t even notice that she was gone. When you don’t take
care of your children, you lose them. They didn’t give Haley the attention she
needs, so now, she’s mine.
Buildings flew by the car windows. We were almost out of town now,
almost home. After driving five more miles, houses were few and far between.
“Where are we going? 1 told you I wanted to go to school! I’m going to be late,
and I can t be late. My mom is going to be so mad at me.”The fear was causing
her voice to shake now. The street sign that read “Kirk Road” was approaching
on the right. 1 turned the car onto the road and followed it until the very last
house on the left, an old wooden one-story house with 3 acres of forest to
protect it.
I pulled the car to a halt and killed its engine. I turned in my seat to
look at Haley; the fear was in her eyes. I brushed a strand of her hair behind her
ear. “It’s going to be okay. I promise.” I got out of the driver’s side and walked
around to Haley’s side. I saw her struggling with the handle as I walked around
the front of the car. I opened her door with ease. “Come inside with me.” I took
her hand in mine and led her to the door.
The door to the house opened with a creak. The only light in the
room was coming from a side window. The living room was very plain, a small
brown couch, a small TV in the corner, one end table that held a small lamp
missing the shade situated against the wall near the couch. The carpet was a
muddy orange color that looked like it had never been cleaned. I had never
been one for decorating.
I pulled Haley inside and shut the door. I locked the three locks that
were located at the very top of the door. I turned and got down to her level.
“Haley, my dear. Welcome home. You have your own room. I painted it last
week. I really hope you love it. I put a lot of thought into it. Come with me, I’ll
show you.” I pulled her along with me down the narrow hallway to the second
door on the left. I unlocked the locks that were on the outside of her door and
pushed the door open.
The paint was still patchy in spots; I would have to go get some more
paint from the store later on. The pink was shining through the light blue, but
the bed had a Frozen comforter, and the light that was in the corner had Olaf
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on it. I was certain she would love it. It was every girl’s dream. “What do you
think? Do you love it?” I dropped down to my knee, and my hands rested on
her arms. She refused to look me in the eyes, after I had made this for her.
How could she be so ungrateful? This was not how any of this was supposed to
go. “Look, I got you Frozen things. I got a Kristoff doll. Do you play with dolls?
I also got you this white board that you can draw on.You will like living with
me a whole lot more. What do you think?”
Silence persisted for what felt like ten minutes. Finally, she spoke in a
voice that was barely a whisper. “I want to go home.” My anger flared up at her
response. I needed to leave her alone for a while.
“You are home.” I got up and slammed the door. 1 locked the three
locks on her door. Maybe, she just needed to warm up to her new room. She
would learn to appreciate it, right? I walked down the hall to my bedroom. I
opened the door, walked past Spot’s crate, and went to the closet. I took off my
jacket and hung it up next to all of the other jackets I owned. I counted three
spots over from the start of the jackets and hung it up in its spot. I shut the
closet door and fell back on the bed. I rubbed my face, and breathed through
my nose. 1 let my eyes wander to the picture frame on the bedside table. A
happy little family, or at least was once one. Their smiling faces smiled back at
me and only made me angrier. I picked it up and threw it against the wall. 1
heard the glass shatter, shards falling against Spot’s crate. I heard him whine in
response. “Shut up, you stupid dog.
After laying on the bed for a few minutes, I got up and walked over to
pick up the picture I had thrown. I took it over to the dresser and placed it on
the top. I dropped down to the bottom drawer and pulled hard. There sat three
new picture frames stacked on top of each other. I picked the one off of the top
and slammed the drawer shut. I took out the piece of paper that comes in new
picture frames and balled it up. I took the other picture frame and removed the
picture from it like I was performing surgery. I placed the picture in the new
frame and attached the back on it. I flipped it over in my hand, and I ran my
fingers across the family. A small tear landed on the glass. I wiped the moisture
from my face and walked over to the bedside table, returning the picture to
where it belonged.
Glass shards were everywhere. I picked them up piece by piece and
put them in the trashcan. I placed the old picture frame into the trashcan,
along with the balled up paper from the new frame.Two other frames already
had made homes in my garbage. I unlocked Spot’s crate. Come on, dog. Let s
go.” He slowly emerged from the crate, stretching and taking his time. He
shook his body, shaking off the hours he had been in the crate, most likely
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asleep. I opened the door to the bedroom, and he ran straight to the back door,
waiting on me to take him out. As I passed Haley’s door, I heard her crying. It
disgusted me. I could not have been more wrong about her. She was so whiny
and unappreciative. Didn’t she see I was going to give her a better life? I kept
walking and opened the door for the dog. I left it open and walked into the
kitchen, searching the cabinets for a clean coffee mug. I glanced at the sink; it
was piled high with dirty dishes. Dish soap. I needed dish soap when I went to
the store. Dish soap. Paint. New pictureframe. I found one clean coffee mug in the
third cabinet from the left. I poured some coffee that I had made that morning
into it. It was cold. Cold and bitter. I left the kitchen, and Spot had already
wandered back inside. I shut the door. I watched as Spot went to Haley’s door,
and he laid on the floor outside of her room. I suspect he heard her crying. I
walked up to her door, unlocking the locks. The door opened when I gave it a
nudge, and Spot ran inside, jumping on Haley’s bed, laying his head in her lap.
“I’m going to the store to get a few things. What do you like to eat?
I’ll get you anything you want as long as you stop crying.” Her bright blue eyes
were now a puffy red. She hadn’t taken off the bookbag, but her lunchbox was
on the floor by the bed, Olaf’s smiling face staring at the ceiling.
She stared at me, silent. She looked down at Spot, and then she
looked back at me. “I liked grilled cheese, waffles, and oranges.” Her voice was
barely audible.
I closed her door, locking the three locks, and I took my car keys
out of my pocket. I poured the cup of coffee down the drain, and I left for the
store.
***

The parking lot was full of cars. There was never this many cars in the
parking lot at 9:30 in the morning. These people should have been at work. I
walked into the paint section first. I scanned the paint chips for one entitled
Elsa’s Ice Blue. “Are you finding everything alright, sir?”The worker came
around the corner, causing me to jump.
“I- I just need this one color. Um- Elsa’s Blue or something like that.”
“Ah, yes! That is a very popular color right now. How many gallons
can I mix up for you, sir?” I just wanted to finish shopping and get back to the
house. I didn’t know how much paint I needed, only that I needed some.
“Let’s go with three, I guess.”The worker was smiling at me, showing
all of his teeth.
“Right away, sir. What kind of project are you working on, sir? Can I
help you with anything else?” He got to work mixing the paint and continued
to stare at me.
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“I’m just painting my daughter’s room is all. She loves Frozen.” His
face lit up.
“Like I said this is quite a popular color right now because of the
whole movie thing, and I have had a lot of parents come in here because they
were painting their children’s rooms with this color. If you are redoing her
room, we have some Frozen themed wall decals on aisle 8 towards the front.
The two, the paint and the decals, are often bought together.” He went back to
mixing the paint.
“Thanks, I’ll be sure to pick one up then.” He placed the paint into the
cart and gave me a toothy grin.
“No problem, sir. I hope she loves her room. Have a good day.”
The rest of the supplies only took a couple of minutes to pick up,
and I bought a pack of the decals like the man had suggested. Maybe she would
like her room more if it had more things she liked in it. On the way to the
cash register, something caught my eye. The store was having a sale on stuffed
animals. A brown plush dog sat on the top of the pile. I walked over, and placed
him in my cart. It couldn’t hurt.
***

I killed the engine when I pulled in the driveway. I got out of the car,
and I went to the front door, unlocking it with my spare hand. I placed one
gallon of paint on the floor by the door and went to get the rest of the shopping
bags. I looked around outside before coming inside the house. Everything was
silent, as it should be.
I locked the three locks behind me before I went to unload the
groceries in the kitchen. I took the plush dog down the narrow hallway, and
I stopped outside of Haley’s door. It was quiet. There didn’t sound like there
were tears coming from her bedroom. I unlocked the locks and opened the
door slightly. Haley was on the bed; Spot was at the foot of the bed. He raised
his head up when the door opened. Haley’s blonde hair was laid out on the
pillow, and her chest rose and fell in a pattern. She was sound asleep. I walked
in and sat on the edge of the bed, careful not to wake her. It was moments like
this when I remembered why I had chosen her, moments when she didn’t cry,
moments that were peaceful. I touched her hair. It was so soft, and it smelled
of strawberries. I would have to find whatever shampoo that smelt like this
because I didn’t want her to lose her strawberry smell. I placed the plush dog
on the bed beside her. I picked up her lunchbox off of the floor and left the
room, locking it behind me.
A few hours later, I went to check on her again, but this time when
I put my ear to the door to listen, she was awake and talking to Spot. Faintly
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through the door, I heard, “It’s all going to be okay. My daddy will come find
me. I lost him one time in the store, and he found me in that really big store.
If he could find me then, I know he can find me now. I just know it. I know my
daddy isn’t home all the time, but he will be able to tell that I’m gone, and he
will come for me.” I opened the door, and she stopped talking. She stared at the
bedspread.
“Hey, beautiful. It is 2 o’clock, which means you have an hour to
explore your new house. Do you have to go to the bathroom? Are you hungry?”
She shook her head yes, but still refused to make eye contact with me. She also
didn’t move. I walked over to the bed, and I sat down next to her, taking her
in a bear hug. “I know this is different, but believe me, you are going to love
being here. I promise.” I kissed the top of her head and got up. I started walking
towards the door. “You can sit there all you want, but you only have an hour
to be outside of this room, so suit yourself.” After a few minutes, she got up
off the bed and walked to the door. “Good girl. See, we are making progress
already.” I smiled at her, but she stared at the ground.
“The bathroom is across the hall, but you will need to tell me when
you have to tell me when you need to go to the bathroom, so I can unlock the
locks.You can’t lock the door from the inside, just so you know. Go on ahead,
don’t be shy.” She walked into the bathroom, and I shut the door, standing
outside of it. Spot had made his way out of Haley’s room and stared up at me.
“What do you want, dog?” I heard the sound of running water, and I opened
the door. “Now, what can I make you for lunch?” I ran my hand through one of
her pigtails. Her hair was as yellow as golden thread. It was the most blonde I
had ever seen hair. Any girl would have been lucky to have that hair.
“Grilled cheese, I guess” She looked at her feet, as if they were the
most interesting thing on the planet.
“Excellent! Come into the kitchen, and have a seat.” She followed me
into the kitchen, and she sat down at the far end of the table. “Did you sleep
well earlier? I hoped you would. You did a lot of crying earlier.”
“I want to go home.” Her voice was weak and powerless, repeating a
phrase that she knew wouldn’t accomplish anything.
“That didn’t answer my question, beautiful. I asked about how you
slept.” I was warming up the stove and putting butter in the frying pan.
I want to go home. I want to see my mom.” My anger was rising.
She wasn’t going to get to go home. She was already home. Why didn’t she
get that? She started to cry again as I was finishing her grilled cheese. I put the
plate in front of her, and I took a seat across from her. I watched as she took
tiny bites, biting off the edges of the grilled cheese before eating the middle
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part. When she finished, I took the plate from her and started to do the dishes.
I heard her behind me, “You can let me go, you know. I promise I won’t tell
anyone. I just want to go home. Please let me go home.”There were tears
streaming down her face and cheeks.
I slammed my hand down on the counter. “Damnit, Addie! How many
times do I have to tell you?! This is your home!”
“Addie? Who is Addie?”
“I mean Haley. Addie is no one. This is your home now, Haley, and
that’s final. Now, go to your room.” I was shaking with anger, shaking with
rage. How could have I been so stupid to mix up the names?They did look a
lot alike, Addie and Haley. They had the same golden hair, the same toothless
smile. I walked down the hallway and locked Haley in her room. 1 continued
on to my bedroom, laying down on the bed, like I had done earlier. I picked
up the picture frame off of the bedside table. Addie. She had been so young
when the picture was taken. She would always be young.Young and beautiful.
She would never be like her mother. She would never be like me, and that
was because of me. It was all my fault. 1 placed the picture frame back on the
bedside table, and I closed my eyes.
When I woke up, there was barely enough daylight left to even call
it day. I got out of the bed, and I went to Haley’s room. When I walked in, she
was holding her stuffed dog and drawing pictures on her white board. Her face
was still red from all the tears. Spot sat dutifully at her side and only briefly
looked up at me before returning his head to her thigh. “I m really sorry that
I yelled at you earlier, baby girl. I shouldn’t have done that, and I m sorry. Are
you hungry for some dinner? I can make waffles. You like waffles. She shook
her head, refusing to speak to me, but she followed me into the kitchen. I took
two waffles out of the freezer, and I put them in the toaster.
“You know that my mom and daddy are going to find me, right?They
always do whenever I’m lost. They are looking for me right now, I bet. You’ll
get in trouble because you are a bad man. My anger flared up so fast that 1
didn’t know what was happening until it had already happened. I had taken the
coffee mug from this morning, and I had thrown it in her direction, not to hurt
her, not to scare her, but to get her to shut up about her stupid parents. I was
her dad now. She just didn’t seem to get it. The mug had been heavy enough,
and she didn’t see it coming since she was always looking down at the damn
table. I heard the thud, and I heard the mug shatter on the floor.
I ran over to my beautiful, blue eyed girl. She was bleeding from her
head, and she wasn’t breathing. I never meant to hurt her! She was supposed to
be the one, but she had just made me so angry. Spot came over to her, licking
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her head. Tears poured out of me, as I pushed him away. I tried to make her
breathe again; I tried chest compressions, and I tried breathing into her mouth.
I looked at the clock. 8:04. I hadn’t even had her 12 hours before I had screwed
up. I messed up again. I picked up her lifeless body and took her to her room.
I wrapped her in her Frozen bedspread. I put her plush dog in her arms, and I
closed her eyelids. I walked to the back door, and 1 carried her outside. I found
the third tree behind the shed. I laid her body next to the three other graves
that were back there. I went to the shed, and I grabbed a shovel. I dug Haley a
grave, right next to Addie’s, since they looked so much alike. They could have
been twins, except Addie had been three. If her mother would have been alive
to know what I had done, she would have killed me.
I returned the shovel to the shed, and I walked slowly back to the
house. I had lost my beautiful girl. Again.
In the weeks to come, I burned Haley’s lunchbox and her bookbag.
She had been such a spitting image of Addie when I found her. I just knew that
she was going to be the one. I returned the decals to the store. The worker
asked if my daughter liked the color, and I lied saying that she loved it, just
didn’t want the decals.
***

Rosie. Her name is Rosie, and she loves the color red. Her bookbag
is a bright red, so are her fingernails. Rosie lives two neighborhoods away from
where Haley lived, and three away from where Rebecca lived. Rosie has the
curliest blonde hair, and she is missing her two front teeth. Rosie waits on her
bus at 8:10 every morning. She is beautiful and perfect. I have to have her; I
have to make her mine.
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Stress
by Mark Ray
If you stay with someone long enough, you’ll find yourself compiling a list of
whys and why nots.
Nothing happened today. I woke up and went to work. It was cold:
frosty. It was the kind of morning where the neighborhood was blanketed in a
dense, frigid fog.
It was the kind of morning where even though it was beautiful, you
had no idea how bad your day was about to get.
Even after safety pinning your pants, because the button broke due to
your recent weight gain: things can get shittier.
And the cold that’s stinging the inside of your nostrils, drying them,
crusting them with frost and mucus, thanks you when your car heats up
enough to defrost your brain.
You don’t drink coffee, or caffeine really, so the heater is the best
you’ll get.
Then you work, then you lunch, then you smoke, again, and try to
keep working, again.
Then you realize that you’re using the comma too much in your depressing
poetry, and this distress-es
you.
But it’s really okay. Its all okay.You’ll be okay. And it’s gonna keep going.
That’s not what this is about. I mean to discuss observations of love, which I
know -for now- to be as
true as possible.
That is to say; I have no idea what I’m saying.
This was something else: something different and strange. I used lots of
punctuation for special
emphasis,
But I remain resolute in one.
I compile my list, and the stress is this A
I saw a twinge on his face, “Everything is gonna.. .work out...” his voiced
waned, lost.
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This is Not What Happened
by Tonya Streeter
His stink, sweat, and shaking hands made me wither against the stiff
mattress. He forced chapped lips on mine, which were sealed like a ziploc
bag—easy to part. I thrashed my head side to side, rejecting the taste of horny
teenage boy. Still he tried. Still 1 fought. My hands shoved his hairless, bony
chest. My foot rammed his erection, jutting from inside his skintight jeans. He
yelled, collapsed on me, clutching his bruised balls. His pain made him shrink
away, and I slid out from under him to freedom.

I ran from the once comforting heat of his parents’ scarcely used cabin into the
November cold. I fled his groaning and his wilting penis, but I could still hear
it and his cry of “Bitch!” playing in my head over the crinkling of leaves under
my feet. I thought of his temporary pain and wondered if mine would be. Did
he know his fleeting desire would become my naked nightmare? Gasping, I
reached my car, sped home.

I was powerful. I got away.

But, my face in the foggy bathroom mirror and the fingertip-shaped bruises
staining my thighs reminds me that I’m not powerful. I didn’t get away from
the cabin, the mattress, or the horny- teenage-boy stink. Instead, I return there
every night when I’m in my bed, surrounded by what should be comforting.
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Kick the Can
by LeahVahjen
Beneath a watchful, whitesmoke
babymoon, late sun and sky deliver
pink girls and blue boys in knit caps
while we meet in the underbrush of the treeline.
Sopping, translucent cotton t-shirts cling
to our nipples; we breathe each other’s heat;
hardwood mulch compacts beneath our bare, calloused feet.
The others, their footfalls thrumming below,
must know we will not try until the porch light
at the concrete stoop brightens in the falling night
around our allies who sit in jail, captured
one at a time. Screaming out your name, they plead
for release — I feel your lips whispering mine.
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Suspension, Julianna Wells

Go On, Rain (Split)
by Joe Lucas
I dream I kissed her “yes” as a storm split the sky with streaks of
crooked light. Thunder rolled down the sides of the church, making stained
glass angels shake and shiver. Rain beat against the cracked, yellow pane of the
room’s only window. A few drops squeezed through and ran down the wall to
pool on the floor. I hardly noticed.
Her hands pressed mine to her hip and her breast, trying to make my
fingers dig too deep to ever let go. Her lips were a fever searing, searching for
something I’m still trying to understand. I dream this broken heart of mine
beat for her as the jagged leather of a torn up couch tugged at the back of my
shirt. That then, there, I was what she needed me to be. I dream I was more
than I could be.
But the world awake doesn’t care for dreams. And this reminds me of
the rain as it slid off her cheeks, of her grip on my hands as she begged. “Don’t
let go.” Of me saying “I’m sorry” until I couldn’t hear the words anymore. Her
shaking her head and trying to smile. The pain in eyes so blue I never noticed
the sky.
She lives up North, now, where they make their tea without sugar
while I dig in deeper where the land never runs out of red clay. We talk still,
but we don’t say anything, not like we use to when we couldn’t sleep. I don’t
tell her I write poetry about a girl I couldn’t love. She doesn’t tell me she sings
songs about a boy she kissed in the rain.
Some days I find myself three floors up in a room with only one
window, looking down at an empty parking lot and a playground that’s never
had enough sand.
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Seminal Text
by Hannah Coiner
Show me jour pussy, and I might be nicer to you next time.

Uhhhh... He’s always nice to me. Oh, not that kind of nice. Yikes. What do I
say?
?

Oh shit. I’m so sorry. That wasn’t meant for you.

How to make this less awkward...
A few minutes later:
So,you’ve got a new girlfriend?

A few hours later:
I always have girlfriends. So,yes, Hannah, she is one of the women with whom I have sex.

Oh jeez, that didn’t help any. Just let it drop.
Conversation proceeds like normal, except takes a different twist later on in
the evening. He insists on meeting one of the Florence girl’s boyfriends, and I
tell him it’s very fatherly of him. I’m proud. Something of that nature. I tell him
I’ll run any future boyfriends by him. Then, he asks about my past relationships
(two, nothing juicy in the slightest). I find myself tearing up by the end of it,
and he’s said some things about his past that make me feel like there’s a lace veil
of confessional booth between us for a moment.
I didn’t know the Roman Catholics allowed women priests.
A few days later, the awkwardness has worn off a bit, and we’re talking more
frequently.
So, are you going to the Fiddler on the Roof with the girls?
Yeah, I had plans to. I’ve never seen it bfore, so it should befun.
Oh,yes,you should definitely go!

The night of the play:
When are you planning on running over there to pick up tickets? I was thinking 6, since
that’s when Katie will be there picking up hers.
Ah, I’ll just wing it. It doesn’t start till 7:30, right?
Right. Seeya.

3 hour lapse between the time I spoke with him and the time it took to get
some work done for dad, shower, do my hair, get a snack, and slip into my
beautiful red dress. Boy, it was a nice one for my figure, though a little tighter
than I’d like. Post-Christmas pudge. I’ll have to fix that.
6:30 (at the play early, just picked up tickets):
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You coming?

Silence...
Yikes.
Curtains up, lights on, music playing—he’s still not there.
I’m pissed. I can’t believe he would stand me- not to mention the other girls
who came that night- up to see a play. It was something he should be exposed
to.
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A Commotion
by Mark Ray
ACT I
1

Scene 1

1

Sitting just on the edge of highway 85, about 24 miles west
of Apalachicola, a decrepit motel’s VACANCY sign casts a
florescent glow against the pink atmosphere. Six doors, each
numbered, form a neat line across the stage. This old motel
is rife with maintenance issues; perhaps it needs a new coat
of paint.
MARTY, the lone motel clerk, is just leaving room 4 of the Old Route Motel.
He locks the door behind him just as a young couple-wearing matching
Christmas sweaters-TESS and JACK, ENTER the front office and approach
the concierge desk.
MARTY: What can I do for you?
JACK: Sir, we’d like a room for the weekend please?
MARTY: Cash or credit?
JACK: Credit. (ToTESS) Darling? Card?
TESS rummages through her purse before producing the elusive sliver of
plastic. MARTY snatches and swipes the card, then he hands the couple a key.
MARTY: Room three. Breakfast at seven-thirty.
JACK:Thank-you, sir.
MARTY: Mmhm.
JACK and TESS EXIT to the room marked “3”. JOE and DOUG STUMBLE
IN STAGE LEFT. Packed with camera equipment; they approach the desk.
MARTY (CONT’d): Can I help you?
JO: (struggling with equipment) We- uh- need rooms for the weekend.
MARTY:You made reservations?
JOE: Since when do you need reservations for place like this?
MARTY: (Offended) Like what?
A rough and tumble biker, BILL, and young woman, KATY, ENTER STAGE
LEFT. They won’t keep their hands to themselves...
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BILL: Baby, baby. I like that.
KATY: Hey! MARTY!,
MARTY: Excuse me fellas. What KATY?
KATY: You think you’d get me a room at one of your special
rates?
MARTY: Take room five, I got customers up here. And please clean the walls
this time; it’s the least you could do.
MARTY chucks KATY the key.
KATY: (Giggling) Thanks MARTY!
BILL: (Sarcastic)Yea, thanks...MARTY.
MARTY groans while KATY and BILL EXIT, almost dry-humping to room 5.
MARTY: (To JOE and DOUG)You don’t got reservations, but I
think I can fit you both into one room?
DOUG: Separate.
MARTY: Cash or credit?
JOE. (Searching his pockets) Cash.
MARTY: (Hesitant) Okay, take six and two.
MARTY counts the cash. He hands them the keys. JOE and DOUG split up the
equipment. MARTY sits back to flip through a catalog. JOE and DOUG shuffle
toward their rooms, disgruntled.
JOE: When’s the first show?
DOUG: Two a.m... These kids man. What the fuck kind of person has the
patience to sit up and listening to a Jerry Garcia cover band at two o’clock in
the fucking morning?
JOE: I know. I couldn’t have feigned interest in any of that shit when I was in
college.
DOUG:You went to college?
MARTY:You fellas have a good night. (MORE)
DOUG:Yea, you too. (to JOE) Sheeeit, JOE, I’m learning more about you
every day
JOE: Whatever.
MARTY EXITS to room 1, JOE and his equipment shuffle to room 6, and
DOUG takes his gadgets to room 2.
LIGHTS DOWN
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2

Scene 2

Night has come, painting everything in a pale blue light. A
soft thumping comes from room 4.The light in room 5 clicks on. BILL storms
out, still in his pajamas.
BILL: (Knocking on room 4) Hey. Keep it down.
Thump thump thump.
BILL (CONT’D): (Knocking harder) HEY! Shut the fuck up,
please!
KATY: Is something wrong?
The thumping ceases. KATY pokes her head from around the threshold.
BILLY: No, baby I took care of it.
KATY: (Flirty) Come back to bed then. BILLY: Here I come.
BILL and KATY start to kiss under the threshold of their room. Suddenly, a
loud clatter comes from room 4.
BILL: (Startled) JESUS! (Pounding the door) HEY! What the fuck?!
The window to room 3 illuminates. Silhouettes shuffle around. TESS, delirious
from being woken up by such a commotion, opens the door. JACK stumbles
out while putting on his bunny slippers.
TESS: Hey (yawning) would y’all keep it down out here? Please?
BILL:You wanna tell them yourself?They woke us up.
JACK: Darling, go back in the room. I’ll talk to them.
JACK knocks on the door to room 4.
JACK (CONT’D): Hello? My wife and I would really appreciate it if you could
try and keep it down, (knocking) Hello?
TESS: Oh leave ’em JACKY.
JACK: (Knocking) Helloooo (annoyed) How can people be so.. .ugh! Who is in
there? I know you hear me!
Someone -or something- knocks on the other side of the door to room 4.
BILL: Ooh! I can’t wait to get my hands on whoever is in
that room!
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MARTY: What is going on!?
The window to room 1 illuminates, MARTY comes through the door wearing
a robe.
JACK: There’s a ruckus coming from this room. It woke everyone.
KATY: We can’t sleep.
MARTY: (annoyed)Yea. No shit.
MARTY knocks on the door to room 4.
MARTY (CONT’D): (knocking) Manager! Open up.
Thump thump thump
BILL: Thanks Einstein we didn’t think about knocking.
MARTY: Oh fuck off!
THUMP THUMP THUMP THUMP THUMP
KATY: BILL! (To MARTY) Sorry, MARTY he’s just tired. Right BILL?
BILL: (Looking at MARTY) Yea. I’m Tired.
And then, just as loud and sudden as the commotion began, it becomes silent.
Everything stops.
MARTY: (Pleased with himself) Well okay then. That’s more like it.
DOUG: What’s going on?
DOUG and JOE ENTER STAGE RIGHT, carrying equipment.
MAR IY: Taking care of a noise complaint. Nothing to worry about.
CRASH!!!! Room four isn’t done yet.
JOE: (Startled) What the hell?!
BILL: “Taking care of it” right, MARTY?
MARTY: Say that to my face you fucking Hell’s Angel wannabee.
BILL: (Throwing a punch) You little faggot!
MARTY ducks.
KATY: (Stepping in between BILL and MARTY) BILLY! MARTY!
Stop!
BILL: You fucking watch yourself you little fruit.
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MARTY: I don’t have to watch shit, it’s my fucking Motel. BILL: Look around!
Sure is something to be proud of ain’t
it?
MARTY and BILL lunge at each other. JACK intercedes.
JACK: Fellas, please! You’re making more of a racket than that room. Come on!
We’re all a little fatigued.
MARTY and BILL concede: for the moment.
JACK (CONT’D): Well?
BILL and MARTY:(mumbling)Yea, fine. Fuck.
JACK: Good.
TESS: (yawning) Okay Jack let’s go, I brought ear plugs.
JACK: OkayJOE: Got any extra?TESS: Sorry.
Once again, room 4 produces a BANGING and THUMPING. The light flickers
on inside the room and the silhouettes of shapes are seen shuffling around.
BILL: (throwing himself against the door)YOU MOTHER FUCKERS OPEN
THIS DOOR BEFORE I BREAK IT DOWN!!
KATY: BILL stop it! They obviously can’t hear you.
THUMP THUMP THUMP (MORE)
TESS: (to MARTY) Why not just unlock the door?
MARTY: Hm?
KATY: You got keys to this joint, right? MARTY: Well, yeah, .butJACK: So open the door. MARTY: I can’t.
BILL: Oh really? Why?
MARTY: WelL.it would be an invasion of privacy. Besides I
don’t have keys to this room.
BILL: Oh you gotta be shittin’ me. You really worried about privacy?You call
this your motel and you ain’t even got keys to the rooms?
MARTY: Listen fuck-face I got keys to all the rooms. I just happen to have
misplaced the key to this room at this particular moment. So my fucking
apologies, sir.
BILL: Pathetic (’misplaced”? Really? When I’m through with the people in that
room; I WILL fuck you up.
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KNOCK KNOCK KNOCK
MARTY: Oh it would be an honor.
KATY: Shut up! You two aren’t helping anyone get to bed any faster with this
pissing contest. MARTY?
MARTY: What?
KATY: The key? Please?
MARTY: I ain’t got it. I told you that.
TESS: What are you talking about?
MARTY: I AIN’T GOTTHE KEY! Okay?! Stop asking me for it. I
ain’t. Fucking. Got it.
TESS: ButMARTY: But nothing! Shut up.
JACK: Hey! Don’t you talk to her that way.
MARTY: And what are you gonna do about it?
JACK stands down, holding TESS’
hand.
MARTY (CONT’d):That’s what I thought.
DOUG: Well what are we gonna do? No key. No answer. So what?
JOE: I’m going to bed.
BILL: I m not going anywhere till this door is open and I
get to meet the unlucky motherfucker on the other side.
TESS: (pointing to MARTY) But he has a key!
JACK: Let’s not beat a dead horse,TESS.
MARTY: Really.
TESS: I saw him when we were checking in. He was coming out of the room
MARTY: She’s lying.
JACK:No-no—you locked it...
MARTY: You don’t knowBIL.L: I believe her.
TESS: Thanks.
BILL: Shut up. (turning to MARTY) Where’s the key?
MARTY: I already told youBILL punches MARTY in the face.
BILL: I get short tempered when I’m tired, MARTY. Where’s the key?
MARTY: (holding his broken nose) I tol’ you I don’ ave a key.
KATY: BILL stop! BILL: Shut up!
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JOE: (to DOUG) Start rolling, the Network will eat this up.
DOUG picks up the large camera apparatus and starts filming. He films up
close to MARTY and BILL. Bill socks MARTY in the face one more time.
Room 4 grumbles loudly. Silhouettes are standing near the window: they
watch.
BILL: (Swatting at DOUG) Get that fucking camera out of my face, (to
MARTY) I’m gonna ask nicely now. Okay? Where is the key?
MARTY: I don’BILL: (Striking MARTY in the mouth repeatedly) LIAR!
JACK: Check his pockets!
TESS: Jack!
BILL searches MARTY’s pockets as MARTY lies on the ground, moaning and
clutching his face. BILL pulls out a key marked “1”.
MARTY: (reaching out a hand) No, pwease!
BILL: (Kicking MARTY in the head) Shut up!
MARTY lies motionless.
JACK: Well?
BILL: It’s his room key.
JACK steps over to the front desk, turning out the drawers and key cabinet.
JACK: It’s not here. Check his room.
TESS: JACK! What are you doing!?
JACK:You heard the way he spoke to you. Search his room!
JOE:That’s illegal.
BILL: (mocking) “That’s illegal”. You a cop?
JOE: (Nervous) J-journalist.
BILL: Well write this for your next scoop. “Fuck off.”
BILL (CONT’d): Jesus...
THUMP THUMP THUMPTHUMPTHUMP CRASH
KATY:(desperate) No BILL. Forget about this. Just come back to bed. Just
come back.
BILL ignores KATY, he opens MARTY’s room and begins searching for the key
inside.
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JACK: (toTESS) What’s he hiding?
(MORE)
BILL: Found it!
BILL walks out of the room, holding the key to room 4. He approaches
the door and inserts the key. The grumbling grows louder and louder until our
characters have to yell just to be heard.
JACK: WHAT IS THAT SOUND?!
BILL: AHHHHHHH!
KATY: BILL?! BILLY!?
BILL turns the key; the lights inside the room shut off, and silhouettes can be
seen no more.The commotion suddenly stops. BILL throws the door open and
rushes inside. He screams.
She rushes in. She screeches.
JOE: Well don’t just stand there, DOUG!
DOUG goes to the threshold, still filming. He is shocked by what he sees in
the dark room.
DOUG: (Putting the camera down) Oh my god.
Ugly pause:
JOE and DOUG walk into the room.
JACK: Well? What is it? Hello? HELLO?!
TESS: (Her hands over her ears) What happened?
JACK: I don’t know...
JACK meanders into room 4.
TESS: (crying) Jack? JACK!? No response.
TESS rushes in after him. Silence falls over the motel.
MARTY slowly sits up, grunting. He saunters over to the door of room 4:
closing it and locking it. MARTY EXITS to room “1”: limping in pain. He
slams his door.
THUMP THUMP THUMP
CURTAIN
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(Forced) American Pride, Demario Dotson
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Organic Farming
by Amanda Black
A stream of blood and disinfectant run from the door to form a red
pool around my feet.
This tour has turned into a Freak show.The girls
I’m with are pointing and smiling cutely.
“How long are they in for?”
“For as long as it takes.”
We venture further in down a long, narrow hallway. We are greeted
by warning signs, in screaming red letters. PLEASE DO NOT TOUCH THE
ANIMALS; On every door. Sometimes, they fight the inevitable. They kick and
shout, the butchers call it “talk back.” But a firm hand and a shock to neck usu¬
ally calms them down. Some fight clear up until the end. I can’t blame them.
Looking into each cell I see their faces. Regretful eyes that if given the chance,
would make a different choice.They don’t want this. PLEASE DO NOTTALK
TO THE INMATES. The guards wear white red stained aprons with rubber
gloves and shoes. Thumping and squeaking with every move they make.
Coming out of a narrow hallway, we enter a huge open enclosure.
There is a lot of space for roaming, to simulate freedom. We can see them, but
they can’t see us peering in at them. We’re so interested in their pain. Thick
metal bars make their holding pins. They form a line.
“Do they at least live good lives while they are here?”
“They don’t feel any stress.”
They even had names. I met Judith. Judith had big brown eyes and long, fanlike
lashes.
Ju¬
dith was first in line. She was ushered into the machine, her tail waving good¬
bye to her comrades. Once inside she was stunned in the back of her neck.
She’s out. Then pulled by her hind legs into the air. Swung upside down.They
take a saw and slice the head. The sound ringing like a cell door slamming shut.
Apart from the body, Judith’s head twitches and flutters. Tears brimming in
my eyes, I run out of the airless room. Sunshine hits the back of my neck as my
body heaves.Today’s breakfast splattered on the ground. A man with a pressure
washer and rubber boots says: “That’s alright, not everyone can take it.” I try to
focus on my breathing. The water violently pushes mine and Judith’s insides off
the cement and into the garden. I watch the water glisten on top of the blades
of grass as bile and blood seeps into the soil.
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Deadpan Secrets
by Stephen Reynolds
My little half brother faces a judge next month. This time he’s charged
with breaking and entering and malicious vandalism, both of which, for the
record, he categorically denies. Nonetheless, even if the court finds him not
guilty of these latest allegations—even if he is not guilty—my kid brother’s
long list of teenage misadventures has quite literally grayed the heads of both
his parents. His reckless decisions of the past few years have taken a particular
toll on our dad, a straight-laced, no-nonsense, retired police officer. Over
the phone last month I was talking to Dad about his wilder son’s situation,
awkwardly expressing my sympathy and lamely attempting to administer
a much needed dose of optimism, when he, in one breath, exponentially
increased my interest in the conversation. “Well,” he said with inappropriate
casualness, “I guess I’m just being repaid for some of the things I did when I
was younger...”
I wasn’t yet sure of the magnitude of this bombshell, but even if he
were only confessing to a solitary instance of jaywalking, he had my attention.
After all, this is the man who had instilled in me at a very young age a
genuine fear of doing wrong, the man who had more than once threatened to
personally haul my little behind to jail for such offences as plastering the cat
with Post-it notes, or saying “no” to my grandmother without attaching the
crucial “ma’am.” I had never known him to do anything even vaguely illegal,
and until that phone conversation, I had absolutely no inkling that he ever had.
Surprisingly, he continued. Flabbergasted as I was, I took my cue
from his totally unemphatic tone and tried, successfully I think, to hide my
shock. My father, as it turns out, skipped half his senior year of high school;
he received his diploma only because a soft-hearted administrator at the
small-town school happened to be a family friend. He regularly terrorized
the town’s roads, speeding and drag racing and running from the police. He
got into numerous fights. He stole a car. The list went on, but my memory has
since discarded many of his admitted transgressions (as well as their respective
consequences), probably in the name of family dignity. Basically though, as my
dad so eloquently summarized, he “was just plain mean.”
And then the conversation shifted, inexplicably, to the gravel in his
driveway and how it’s starting to disappear into the ground. Apparently he
should have used crusher run instead of #57, whatever that means. In my mind
I was steering our chat back to the news that had dropped my jaw, but in reality
I evidently wasn’t doing much steering at all, as we were soon talking about the
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huge tick in his dog’s ear. I remember screaming to myself—don’t let this go,
not yet. But the mundane topics kept coming, pushing us farther and farther
away from the unusually interesting one. He watched a really good movie on
television yesterday about an outlaw cowboy who ran away to Canada. And the
weather—it sure has been nice lately.
Yes, as secrets tend to do in my family, this one came from out of
nowhere, then just as quickly retreated into whatever deep, dark hole in which
it had been hibernating. I’m nowhere near bold enough to coax it back into the
light, so years will likely pass before my dad’s colorful history is again brought
to the surface. Even so, with that one rather scattered and typically odd phone
conversation, I was introduced to a side of my father I hadn’t known before.
But surely someone had known this side of him. My mom, for
example—perhaps she didn’t leave my dad at all, but rather this man he used
to be. And my grandmother, whom my father admitted to driving to the
brink of a nervous breakdown on more than one occasion, certainly could
have shocked me with a story or two. After all, stories were her forte. She
always loved to tell me about the time my grandfather and my dad ambitiously
decided to rebuild the engine in the family Falcon using only a screwdriver,
a pair of pliers, and a Coke can. Or one of her favorites—the side-splitting
tale of my dad’s bringing his first wife along on the annual family trip to
Jacksonville Beach. Never, though, did my grandmother let on that my father
was once a hellion. Nor has my mom ever so much as hinted at his unsavory
past, despite having ample opportunity.
Considerable effort must have gone into hiding that part of his life
from me. Or maybe it’s just that no one could be bothered to tell the stories
that can’t easily be told with pride. I don’t know why my dad suddenly felt I
needed to know of his past behavioral issues, especially after so many tightlipped years. Maybe he figured I’m past the age when such knowledge could
adversely influence my own decisions. Or perhaps he intended to blame
heredity for some of my brother’s troubles, so that I might better understand
my junior sibling’s law-breaking tendencies. I guess I find it easier to believe,
though, that he didn’t think about his confession at all, that we just needed
some conversational filler between my lame optimism and his driveway rock.
Although generally every bit as banal as the latter part of the one I’ve
detailed, conversations be-tween my dad and me are never less than amiable; I
don’t think either of us has ever raised his voice to the other. My little brother
can’t honestly say the same. The two of them regularly feud over tattoos and
loans and attitudes, and lately over the importance of proper courtroom attire.
Their relationship abounds with friction, something I’ve never experienced
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with my dad. Friction requires proximity, after all. In a sense I rather envy
my brother. Of course I’m glad I’m not facing eighteen months in a state
correctional facility, but I would very much like to be close enough to my
father to fight about something every now and then. Or, at the very least, close
enough to properly pounce on his next unceremoniously revealed secret.
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The Lord of Ash and Dust, Pluto
by Sam Sachs
I have no wish to see a setting sun.
Though I weep for warmth from ashen throne,
I long for flowers from midnight’s fields.
Oldest I am born, but the last to rise,
Just as Father,Time, consumed stars and stones,
I have no wish to see a setting sun.
I, lord of the pit, long and crave to feel wind,
To smell the sea salt air and taste the breath of warmer lungs.
I long for flowers from midnight’s fields.
The flowers twinkle like crystal glimmers.
Her eyes, captured forcefully, shed diamond rivers.
1 have no wish to see a setting sun.
Yet now I blame the storming throne,
Whose bolts strike the heart of my unwilling bride,
I long for flowers from midnight’s fields.
As you, lord brother, gift what you cannot,
Cursed, kiss me now with your regrets and rage—
I have no wish to see a setting sun,
I long for flowers from midnight’s fields.
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The Cemetery Party
by LeahVahjen
“Gate of Heaven, Vin?”
“Yeah. Babe Ruth’s grave,Thursday at midnight.”
“Why Thursday?”
“Fewer people around to snitch, moron.” The November wind blows
and Vinny pushes his fingers deeper into his jeans’ pockets. “Jimmy says he
swiped some cigarettes and cigars from his Dad’s stash at the Garage, and
Gina’s older sister is picking us up some beer again.” He flicks his nose with his
thumb.
“What’d she do for it this time?”
“She’s gotta shovel their Ma’s walkway for two whole weeks when the
big snows come, she says.”
“Gina’s nuts, man.”
“Good kisser though.”
“You never kissed her, Vinny.”
“Yea I did, and she liked it, too.”
“Liar.”
■kick

He could not miss it. He and Dillon had heard stories about the
cemetery parties, but they had never been invited, or lucky enough to overhear
the plans and show up, like some kids did. Valhalla Middle School had a rumor
mill, and they were not part of it.
He just didn’t want Dillon to be the only person he talked to
throughout high school. Not that he didn’t love him; they were best friends,
but they were each the other’s only friend. He wanted to kiss a girl, and sport
a scar from a cigarette burn, and find out if he even could stay up past midnight.
Dillon wanted these things, too, even if he didn’t say it out loud.
They wore the same dark green backpack with a reflector on the back
pocket. They wore khaki shorts in the summer and too-short, faded jeans in
the winter. Their mothers made them sweaters and corned beef sandwiches.
They went to Holy Name for mass every Sunday, and laughed when the tonedeaf Father Flannery “proclaimed the mystery of faith.” They both came from
working-class Irish families, while the cemetery kids were mainly Italians.
***

“Dillon, you are not going to believe it,” he says, working to fall into
step with his friend’s longer strides.
“You’re not that interesting. I’m sure I will.” He pushes his oversized
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prescription glasses back up his nose with an index finger. The frames are
metal wire with an additional stem running from the top of one lens to
another, and the lenses are so thick that the area they cover looks illuminated
and magnified from every angle, in any lighting—his eyes two green,
omnipotent gumballs.
“Asshole.” He punches Dillon in the arm and Dillon rubs the area, as
if it hurts. “I overheard Vinny talking, and guess what?”
“He thinks he figured out sex? Again?”
“Better. Cemetery party. This Thursday. Midnight.”
“Thursday?”
“Less people around to bust it up.”
“I get that, but how are we supposed to stay out that late? It’s not like
your Mom is going to let you sleepover at my house on a weeknight, and your
house is packed with people all the time.”
“We need a plan.” They stopped walking at the end of Dillon’s
driveway.
“We can’t, Colin. We don’t even know if your intel is right. Vinny
runs his mouth all the time. We should just forget about it, man.”
“We’re doing this, Dillon. We have two days to make a plan, and
you’re the smartest person we know.”
“I’ll think about it and call you after dinner.”
“Eight o’clock?”
“Dillon! Get off the street,” his mother calls from the side door. They
stare at the desolate road; not even a bird flying by.
“I gotta go. Uncle Tommy and Aunt Patty are coming for dinner and
Mom’s been crazy since this morning. She put OJ in my Cheerios.”
“Gross. She make you eat it anyway?”
“Yep.”
“Dillon! Now!”
«C
oee you, man.»
“Yeah.” He kicks the small grits of sand and rocks clustered in the
cracks at the end of the driveway.
“You better call me.”
“I will.”
“Eight o’clock!”
Colin walks five houses down and crosses the street to his own house,
grabbing the mail from the box marked ‘McCormack.’
The McCormack house perpetually smells of thick pork stews,
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buttery mashed potatoes, soda bread, and slabs of bacon. The scent is only
overwhelmed around Christmastime, when Mr. McCormack lines the porch
with poinsettias, and a fresh-cut blue spruce stands adorned in the center of
the family room. Each year they decorate the tree with many years’ worth
of lights and baubles that collectively exceed the cost of any gifts that will be
found underneath it.
Colin has two younger brothers, and three older brothers, most of
whom are named after saints. His eldest sibling, the only sister, works at the
Stop & Shop in order to pay for a cosmetology night class, and spends much of
her time at home locked in the bathroom, reading “borrowed” Cosmopolitans
and smoking cigarettes at the tiny, wooden window-frame. Mr. McCormack
works at the factory 6 days a week, and after dinner, he sits alone in the mainlyunfinished basement, smoking cigars and watching Gunsmoke and The Andy
Griffith Show on a small television. Sometimes he listens to talk radio, and the
kids know not to disturb him. Mrs. McCormack walks four miles a day, to and
from the small antique store she runs while the kids are at school. The family
is only ever all together for dinner and Sunday mass—frequently with aunts,
uncles, and cousins dropping by.
***

The phone rings and Colin moves to pick it up.
“Not while we’re eating, Colin,” his mother says.
“But Mom, it’s Dillon. I told him to call me.”
“Uncle Peter and your Father are still eating.”
The phone continues to ring.
“But Mom, it’s important.”
“Is it about school?”
“No.”
“Well then it’s not important enough to excuse yourself. You should
tell him you’ll call him next time. Sit down.”
He sits.
“Do you listen to everything your Mother says, Colin?” Uncle Peter
chides. “You’re Irish. Fight back! Live a little, have something good for
confession this week. Father Flannery is probably bored anyway—you know
they don’t let him drink that wine outside of mass.”
“Peter!” Mrs. McCormack scolds him, whipping him on the head with
her dinner napkin. The children snicker into their pork.
“What happened last night? I called at eight.”
“It was 8:01, actually, and Mom wouldn’t let me get up from the table.”
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“Oh, eight-oh-one, excuse me,” he rolls his eyes, “like that matters. At
least I called.” They start walking towards school. “You better not Judas me
tomorrow night, Colin. I swear,” Dillon says, pointing a finger in Colin’s face.
“I won’t.”
“I have ten years of unused dirt on you.”
“I said I won’t! I’ll be there, I promise.” Colin bats Dillon’s finger
away, and sees Dillon’s cheek dimple in his peripheral. “Does this mean you
have a plan?”
“Sort of.”
“What is it?”
“Sneak out.”
“That’s your brilliant plan?”
“Well what’s yours?” Colin stares at the road ahead as they walk. “I
didn’t think so.”
“You don’t have a plan either, Dillon. You have a death wish that will
get us both grounded until we graduate high school and we haven’t finished the
8th grade.”
“I didn’t say it was a good plan, but I thought of everything and this is
our only option.”
The bell rings inside Valhalla Middle.
“Just try to think about escape routes while we’re in class.”
“What about getting back in to the house, Dillon?”
“OK, points of re-entry, too.”
“Points of re-entry? Who are you, James Bond? You use the same Dial
body soap my Mom uses, and neither of us will probably be able to afford a tux
in our life time—even if we saved up together and shared it.”
“Shut up, Colin. Just think about it. Brainstorm. Use your
imagination.”
“1 would but Sister Anne smacked it straight out of my knuckles last
week with her stupid ruler.”
They laugh and walk inside.

★ ★★

After school, the boys walk to the creek in the woods behind
Clovebrook Lane and scale Big Rock to reach their secret spot on the opposite
side. The heels of their scuffed, white sneakers sink slightly into the leaves and
rain-softened mud while they pull out pizza-box-sized panels of cardboard
from a crevice at the underside of Big Rock. The company names and logos
have long been smeared into unintelligible blurs from being sat on year-round,
but the squares are mostly intact otherwise. They toss their book-bags
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onto higher ground, trek down towards the mossy water, and sit on their
cardboard flats.
“So what are you going to do about your brothers?” Dillon asks,
wiping off his hands.
“Which ones?”
“Francis and Little Joseph. How are you going to sneak out of your
guys’ bedroom without them noticing?”
“Oh, right. Well, L.J. is usually asleep by 9, so he shouldn’t be a
problem—as long as the window doesn’t make any noise. I’m gonna sneak my
soda bread into the bedroom today and use the butter to grease up the tracks
while no one is around.”
“Finally some value in all that butter your Mom uses. God does work
in mysterious ways after all.”
“Screw you, Dillon.” Colin throws a shredded leaf in Dillon’s
direction, but the pieces don’t go far. “I have no idea what to do about Francis.”
“Bribe him?”
“With what? I don’t have anything. I don’t even know if he’ll be home
by the time I try to come meet you. What if I tell him about the plan and I
didn’t even have to?”
“You can’t take that risk. What if you go to leave and he’s there? You
gotta tell him.”
Colin throws a small rock into the slow-moving stream. Dillon picks a
wet leaf off his shoe, and tosses it aside. They look straight ahead and listen to
the crackling of invisible animals.
“Didn’t Francis get busted a couple weeks ago for curfew?” Dillon asks.
“Yeah. So? He still goes out.”
“I know, that’s not what I mean. Why don’t you say you’ll cover for
him some time if he lets you go tonight?”
“I could try, but I don’t know.”
“I think it’s your best shot.”
“What about you, anyway?” Colin asks.
“You mean how am I going to get past my knocked-out-drunk father
and my mom who snores louder than I can fart?”
“Good point. No wonder this plan sounded good to you. My mom
is gonna kill me and yours probably won’t even wake up when the police are
knocking on your door.”
“No one is going to call the police, Colin, relax. The cemetery kids do
this all the time.”
“Yeah, but we’re not cemetery kids! We’re not even Italian!” His voice
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cracks.
“Pull it together, man, this was your idea. We’re not going to a
secret clubhouse that they’re going to turn us away from for not knowing the
password or not eating pasta or not putting lots of gel in our hair.”
Colin puts a hand over his own hair, staring off with wild, unfocused
eyes. “They’re heads are always so shiny, Dillon—I would look like a fool.”
. “Most people would say you already do.” Colin quickly squints at
Dillon and pulls his knees into his chest. “Are you done being delusional now?”
“Yeah, yeah. I hear you.”
“Good. Plenty of other kids in our class go, and most of the older kids
who go aren’t Italian, either. We’ll be fine. We have to be.”
“What about getting back into our houses?”
“I’m going to leave the garage door unlocked since it’s farthest from
my parents’ room and close to the TV that Dad always leaves blaring when he
passes out.”
“What about me?”
“Well what did you come up with?”
“I didn’t!” The boys look at the slow-moving stream again. Colin
swallows hard and pictures his house.
“Any history of sleepwalking?”
Colin slowly turns his head towards Dillon, eyes closed, lips slightly
pursed. “No, Dillon.”
“Well then you better hope that Francis is in a good enough mood to
let you back in your guys’ bedroom window.”
The grandfather’s clock in the hall chimed 11 an eternity ago. Colin is
lying on his side, staring at the window, waiting for the half-hour strike. He’s
not sure how he is drooling with such a dry mouth, but there is a wetness on
his cheek when he shifts his head to look around. L.J. rolls over in his sleep,
and Colin’s socks feel like too much fabric clinging to him. He slides them off
and probes the bed with his feet for cool spots.
Francis was gone by the time Colin got back from the creek; he went to
a friend’s house for dinner and hasn’t been home yet. Colin’s eyes shift to the
closed door, focusing intensely on the riveted glass knob. Please don’t turn. Is it
turning? Oh God, I’m so screwed. A few moments go by without movement. He
looks back at the windowsill, releases his breath, and feels his heart beating all
at once. Is it normalfor it to he beating thisfast? Oh God, I’m going to have a heart
attack before I even leave. I’m going to die in my blue jeans and my mother and father
will know I was going to sneak out. They’ll tell Sister Anne. She’ll tell Father Flannery.
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They’re all going to kill me, and I’ll already be dead!
The half-hour note peals through the house.
All at once, Colin swishes his blankets off his body and grabs his shoes
from under the bed. I can do this. Be cool, Colin. He takes three big steps to the
window and slides it open slowly, staring at L.J. the whole time. He throws
his shoes out the window and hoists himself over onto the lawn. His bare feet
hit the chill, dewy grass, and he realizes he forgot his socks. Crap. He peers
back into the window and looks from L.J. to the door knob. His scrawny arms
barely get him back up into the room. He grabs his socks and makes a break
for the window again.
“Colin?”
Shit. He freezes and waits to see if Little Joseph will go back to sleep.
“Colin? Whad’re you doing?”
“Nothing, L.J., lay back down.”
“Where’s Francis?”
“I don’t know, L.J.”
“Are you going to go find him?”
“That’s exactly what I’m doing. And I’ll be home in no-time, okay? So
don’t wake anyone up. I’ll be home really soon, with Francis, and we’ll all go
to sleep together, okay?”
“Can I come with you and find Francis, Colin?”
“No, L.J., you have to stay here. It’s dark out.”
“I’ll be scared without you and Francis.” L.J. sits up and sticks his
booties off the side of the bed. “Please don’t go without me.”
My parents are going to kill me if I bring L.J., but this is the one chance Dillon
and I have for our high school careers to be different and less crappy, and I am not going
to be the one to blow it. He’s probably already waiting for me. What time is it? I’m
gonna be a nobody for the rest of my life f I don’t go. Stupid, stupid socks. L.J. appears
at Colin’s side with his knit hat and puff jacket on. Crap. I can’t leave him here to
get scared and rat me out.
“Alright, come on, but be quiet, okay? We can’t get caught.”
“okay,” he whispers.
Colin swings back into their bedroom and heaves L.J. up to the
window frame. “Be careful going down, Joseph.”
“i will.” He is still whispering.
Mysterious ways... Screw mysterious ways. I am dead meat.
***

“What is L.J. doing here? What happened to him being asleep, Colin?”
“He woke up.”
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“You don’t say.” Dillon begins pacing and muttering “unbelievable.”
“Is Dillon going to help us find Francis?” L.J. asks from somewhere
near Colin’s elbow.
Dillon’s gumball-eyes expand in Colin’s direction and he mouths What
the hell?
“Think of places where Francis might be for a second, L.J.Colin says,
pulling his hands up into his jacket and cupping the fabric over L.J.’s ears to
muffle the sound.
“What are you doing?” Dillon yells at Colin in a whisper.
“I couldn’t help it, I forgot my socks and when I went back in, he just
woke up. What was I supposed to do, leave him there to tattle — or leave you
here waiting for me?”
“Why would you go back for your socks?”
“It’s freezing out here, my Mother would kill me if I got a cold—you
know that.”
“Do you hear yourself? We’re thirteen years old, Colin. This is our
chance to be cool for once, and you brought your little brother with you. And,
we’re going to a graveyard, and he thinks we’re looking for Francis. That’s
not going to be traumatizing at all. You know who’s at the graveyard? Dead
people.”
“We’ll tell him we’re taking a short cut.”
“Yeah, straight to hell.”
**★

The boys cut up to West Stevens Ave and head for the area of the
privacy wall where the bricks have been “under repair” for years. Colin and
Dillon help L.J. over the crumbling wall, and start out into the darkness.
“I hear something, Colin.” L.J. says. “I’m scared.” They stop to listen
and hear some distant crunching and laughter. A twig snaps nearby and all
three boys jump.
“I should have used the bathroom again before we left,” Dillon says.
“Keep going,” says Colin.
The boys pick up their pace and see the marker for section 25, famous
site of the eternal resting place of Babe Ruth.
“We made it,” Colin says. They lift L.J. over the retaining wall and
climb up. Tombstones and mausoleums tower over them, casting shadows in
the moonlight. A girl in a fitted, flower print shirt and mustard yellow pants
comes stumbling out from behind a memorial featuring a huge sculpture of
Jesus, standing with his arms spread. L.J. yelps.
“Danielle?” Colin asks.
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She trips towards Dillon, her brown bob and red hair bow barely
moving. She puts her arm around him and giggles before she lays a big, sloppy
kiss on his mouth, knocking his glasses askew. Colin covers L.J.’s eyes and
stares, incredulously. She pulls away with a big suckering noise.
“Party all night!” she says, losing her balance as she walks down the hill
and slides onto the grass.
“Did you just get kissed by Danielle?” He looks over at Dillon, who
is as still as the benevolent Jesus towering before them. “I can’t believe you got
kissed before me. How did you get her to do that? Is she wasted? She must be
wasted. Did you kiss her back? What did it feel like?”
“He’s not moving, Colin, I think she killed him!” L.J. says.
“She didn’t kill him, L.J.” Colin walks over and takes Dillon by the
shoulders and shakes him. “Dillon, snap out of it. I need to know what it felt
like in case it happens to me.”
“I definitely should have gone to the bathroom again before I left,”
Dillon replies.
“That doesn’t help me, Dillon.”
“I think her boob touched my arm.” He stares up at the statue of Jesus.
“This is the best night ever.”
“You are totally useless.” Colin grabs Dillon by the arm and drags him
up the hill with L.J. following behind.
“Are we going to find Francis soon?”
“Just a little farther.”
They round the corner of another mausoleum and nearly collide with
Vinny, Gina, Jimmy, Angelo, and Barbara. Other kids from high school and
8th grade are spread around nearby, smoking cigarettes, drinking beer, and
laughing. A circle of flashlights surrounds Babe Ruth’s tombstone and all the
flowers and baseballs placed at its foot.
“Well, well. Look who’s here,’’Vinny says. He holds an unclipped
cigar between his fingers. The end looks burnt from where he has tried to light
it multiple times. “Who’s that behind you, Colin?”
“My brother.”
“He looks a little young. Whad’you have to babysit tonight or
somethin’?”
“He’s tough.”
“We’re looking for our brother, Francis,” L.J. says.
“Are you really?”Vinny says, putting his hands on his knees and
lowering himself to eye-level with L.J.
“D’you wanna help?” L.J. asks. Vinny and his friends laugh.
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“Be quiet, L.J.,” Colin says softly.
Vinny stays hunched close to L.J.’s face. “Lookin’ for Franny, huh?
Well good luck with that.” He puffs his cigar towards L.J.’s face and says,
“Stupid Irish kids.”
“Shut up, asshole,” Dillon says.
Colin moves up and knocks Vinny off-balance and away from L.J., who
hugs the back of Colin s leg. “I got this, Dillon,” he says over his shoulder. “Get
the hell away from my brother, Vinny. You don’t scare me and you shouldn’t
scare him. He’s just a kid. Be a man.”
“Ooh, tough guy,’’Vinny replies, dusting himself off. “You’re going to
regret bumping me, McCormack.”
“I doubt that.”
Really? Because last I checked, you two are a couple of nobodies, and
me and my friends practically run the school. I decide who we like, and I’m
going to keep deciding in high school. Do you still think you won’t regret it?”
“No,” Colin replies, shifting his eyes to the ground.
“Good. Now, since you owe me, I think we should make your chance
at being popular worth my while. We were just about to break into this
mausoleum—why don’t you and Dillon here do it instead? You get in, you’re
in with us. You don’t? You can keep eating your corned-beef sandwiches in the
corner.”
“Are you serious?” Dillon asks.
“What, are you scared?”
“No,” Colin replies.
“Then prove it. Be a man.”
The boys turn to the towering structure and take a few steps forward.
HEY! These guys are going to break into this thing,” Vinny yells at the rest
of the party. “Everybody come watch them chicken out like losers!” People
start gathering around behind them.
There are dead bodies in there,” Dillon says in a low voice.
“I know that,” Colin replies.
“What are we going to do?”
We have to do this or we’re going to be alone for the rest of our
lives.”
“Well it’s a good thing we’re breaking into a building for dead people.
That way when we get caught, they won’t have to move us.”
“We’re not going to get caught.”
“What about L.J.?”
“We’ll have him wait outside. The door is just wrought-iron bars. We
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can see him the whole time.”
“This is the most stupid thing we have ever done.”
“You have to do stupid stuff for people to like you. That’s why we’re
alone in the first place and can only get kissed if a drunk girl accidentally falls
into us.” They both look straight ahead at the dark, gothic structure.
“She tasted horrible.”
“Like what?”
“Beer, I think.”
“Well if we’re not going to even drink, this is definitely our only
choice.”
“I didn’t wear enough deodorant for this, and I can’t feel anything
below my knees.”
“Me either.”
**★

The three boys walk forward together, Colin shepherding Little Joseph
along.
“Okay, L.J., you’re still on guard-duty for Francis. We’re going to go
check inside this building and your job is to stand right at the gate and look out
for us, okay?”
“Okay, Colin.”
“Good, stand right there the whole time.” Colin positions L.J. at the
pate and turns to Dillon. “You ready for this?”
“No.”
“Okay, let’s go.” They strip off their jackets and shoes to get their
bodies as thin as possible to slide under the gate and into the darkness. They
get down on the floor and glance at each other before they start to shimmy
inside.
“This is so illegal.”
“Can it.”
They struggle forward and adjust their bodies to try to avoid the spikes
at the bottom of the gate. Dillon gets in to his ankles and flips over, standing
up. He bends down to pull Colin in the rest of the way.
“I can’t believe they actually went in,” Jimmy says. The crowd of kids
murmur and shine some flashlights at the doorway. A couple girls hoot in
support, and one of the older guys lets out a celebratory whistle.
“They’re nuts,”Vinny says. “I’da never gone in there with all those
dead people. ‘Specially at midnight.”
“Do you hear that?” Angelo asks.
“BUST IT UP!

BUST IT UP!

Security is coming!”
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“RUN!”
“We’ve gotta get out of here!” A bottle breaks.
“Francis!” L.J. shouts and starts running off.
“JOSEPH, NO! COME BACK!” Colin yells.
“Hey! Kids! Stop running!” A thick beam of light sweeps over the
mausoleum and slowly moves back to shine on Dillon and Colin. Colin’s arm
is stretched out through the bars toward L.J., and Dillon is stock still.
“What in God’s name do you two think you’re doing?” the security
guard asks.
“We need to get my brother, Little Joseph. He ran off that way, and
he’s only six. I can’t lose him.”
“You have got to be the dumbest kids I’ve ever met in all my years.
Stay where you are.” He jogs off in the direction Colin pointed.
***

“Well, it was nice knowing you,” Colin says.
“We should get out of here before he comes back.”
“We’re in enough trouble already. He told us to stay here, and he’s
going to find my brother. We can’t just not be here when he gets back. I have
to take him home.”
“I can’t believe this.” Dillon sits down heavily on the ground.
“Me either,” Colin rests against the bars of their Holy cell. “Did you
hear them talking about us though?” Colin grins. Dillon’s face cracks into a
huge smile. “And you kissed a girl tonight.”
They’re quiet for a while.
“But we finally did it.”
“I know.” Their smiles are huge and triumphant; Dillon’s lenses glint in
a sliver of moonlight.
***

They hear footsteps and stand upright, facing the night through the
gate. Their eyes desperately search for L.J., whom they find lolling along
on Francis’s hip, with his face snuggled into his shoulder area, nearly asleep
already. The guard flashes his beam into the mausoleum and reveals Dillon and
Colin.
“Christ,” Francis says.
“Hey, we’re in a Catholic cemetery,” the guard replies. “You’re in
trouble enough already for breaking and entering, and drinking underage. Do
you know these boys?”
“Yes. One is my brother and the other might as well be.”
“What are you doing here, Francis?” Colin asks.
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“Three McCormack boys all out on the same night, huh? I should have
a talk with your parents.”
“Please don’t. I can handle this,” Francis replies.
“I don’t think you can, Francis McCormack. I heard about you out late
a couple weeks ago vandalizing Mr. Vicillio’s mailbox.” Francis rolls his eyes
and shifts L.J.’s weight.
“Could you just get them out of there, please, so we can go home?
This kid is heavier than he looks.”
“All that pork and potatoes, no doubt.” Francis’s eyes flare at the back
of the security guard’s head. The guard crosses to the mausoleum and uses a
key to open the gate and release them. “Grab your coats and shoes.”
L.J. was the only one who was spared that night. The McCormack
boys were escorted home and forced to stand on the stoop and listen to the
sharp series of knocks that brought Mrs. McCormack, in her robe and curlers,
to the front door to pull her older boys inside by the ears. She sat them at the
table, tucking Little Joseph into his bed before returning to scold the two who
“should know better!” Fler yelling woke Mr. McCormack, who promptly ordered
them all to bed.
Francis and Colin had double confessions and double chores for the
next two weeks, and were ordered to be at their Mother’s store indefinitely
when they weren’t at school, in church, eating family dinner, or sleeping.
Colin was in sweats for the majority of each day, as Francis would take every
presented opportunity to remind him that it was his fault they got caught, and
that he was not happy about it. Fie wouldn’t end up actually doing anything to
Colin—he got his payback in the suspense and reactions his threats produced,
and he was secretly a little proud of Colin for sneaking out and standing up to
Vinny.
Dillon’s parents made him attend confession every day that week, and
left the rest of the punishment and lesson-teaching up to Father Flannery.
The day after the party, both Dillon and Colin had colds and had to
stay home from school. The events of the night spread through every social
circle at Valhalla Middle, and by lunch there were rumors that the pair were
absent because they’d been thrown in jail for their law-breaking. Even high
schoolers were relaying the story of the kids who broke into a mausoleum, and
Francis didn’t deny any of the gossip he heard. Danielle bragged about having
kissed one of them that night, but she wasn’t sure which one. On Monday,
both boys took credit.
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Diamond & Pearl
by Briana R. Jenkins-Deneke
Her bones: begotten of diamond,
Each token sheathed in steel sinew and alabaster
Overlain by brawn and thew and carbon,
Which persisted in rubescence by the repeated intinction
In wine— in love—in three-hundred and ninety-eight years of carnelians.
All of this, against the brunt of dirt and time;
Beaten down into a useful, but ugly coal;
Baptized in fire, but still not absolved,
And heated to form new diamond.
But this time imbued with pearl—
Topped with curl—
Not only tightly sprung, but kinky swirls,
Each a black hole tunneling into a mind
Composed of wit and science.
She was a burnished gold lion
Made for a new time—
But she never forgot from whence she came:
Still diamond and pearl and carnelian.
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How to Avoid Drowning in Ten Easy Steps
by Ella Biehn
One
no matter how good a swimmer you are,
it is easy to misjudge the water or your skills Two drowning
can happen very quickly in less than one inch of water Three
there are sharks
in the bathtub there are seeds
in your hands tapping
blood vessels retaking them seeping
into you Four if you
start to lose control,
tread water or float Four if you
start to lose control breathe in four counts and out five Four
does it
hurt
to
die
in a washing machine heavy cycle there’s nothing
beautiful about dying in a washing machine so
full of holes easy to fall into why
do kids die in washing machines
when kids
are
so pretty
Five
learn about Ocean Safety. Learn about the meaning
of colored beach flags Six avoid swimming
near rocks
Seven you are more
beautiful them you think
you
can count to four
As many times as it takes Eight
be more conceited
be more conceited and make yourself
into a galaxy cliche galaxy cliches
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are amazing, rings of stars
nostrils spilling light planets
instead of lymph nodes Nine remember
That you don’t want to drown say it
out loud to yourself write a list
of twenty five reasons you do not want to drown you
are the rain on my back the skin
On my toes and I know
we are really lightning, I can feel it
Ten
sometimes you just have to look
at yourself in the mirror, she says,
she says warm and slow, and you have to say,
“this is who I am” and even
though
Even though we are not looking at all even though we are
staring at our hands as they tremble at
sharks at bathtubs at washing machines she says, sleep well
my sunshines she says
sleep deep, my sunshines she says
sleep, sun
and the sun closes its eyes
for once, it dreams.
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A Time to Heal
Jade Edwards
Monday:

My boss calls at noon.
“Where are you today?”
“I’m sick.” It’s true, I am. I’m sick of a lot of things. I’m sick of my
noisy neighbor that runs a marathon at least once a month then spends the
remainder of the time bragging about it. I’m sick of the school kids that pelt
my car with snowballs in the winter. I’m sick of Apple customer service.
I sound a little congested too, probably because I’m still in bed, so
my boss believes me. “Get well soon.”
That’s certainly not bad advice to follow.
Tuesday:

Emily calls.
“Hey, how are you?”
“I’m in bed.”
“It’s almost eleven.”
“I’m sick.”
“Ah.” She sounds strained; her voice is wobbly and falsely upbeat. It
sounds like she needs a sick day, too.
She straightens her throat.
“Would you like to come over, maybe have some tea? Or coffee.” She
adds the last bit hurriedly, as if she just realized I may not like tea. She never
knew me well enough to know, I guess.
“No thank you. I don’t want you getting sick too.”
“Oh,” she responds, so quietly I can barely hear. Then, in a more
chipper tone: “You don’t sound too bad right now. I think you’re getting
better.”
“I don’t want to risk anything.”
“Oh, okay. Make sure you eat something.”
“Will do.” I don’t tell her that in the past twenty-four hours I’ve only
eaten a pop tart.
“Alright, take care,” she says, but then hesitates and adds, “Call me if
you need anything, okay?” I know she’s leaving something unsaid. I know what
she really means to say. And I appreciate she didn’t say it.
“Will do. Bye, Emily.”
“Bye.”
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I walk to the bar at nine. I need it. Any anyway, Emily wanted me to
eat something.
Elliot is cruel when he’s drunk. I rarely find him a pleasure, but he’s
vicious when he’s drunk. By the third drink, he attacks.
“It’s your fault.”
I can’t argue with him. It’s true, after all.
Walking home, he trips me three times, once on the stairs. I almost
crack open my skull, but my hands jut out to catch me just in time. My palms
are scraped raw, though.
Even once I’m inside, he neglects to help me to my bed. He leaves me
on the couch.
It’s the kind of guy he is.
Wednesday:

My boss calls again. I tell him I’m still sick. I grab a disease from thin
air.
“I have pneumonia.”
He believes it.Time to forge a doctor’s note.
The mechanic also calls around dinnertime. He apologizes for the
delay. They were unsure whether or not the car was salvageable or not, he says.
“It’s totaled, unfortunately. It’s not worth the cost to repair it.”
He goes on, explaining something about the engine, then the
insurance, then the fee. I tell him I’ll call my agent tonight, so he hangs up.
I don’t.
Thursday:

Emily decides to skip the phone call and just show up at my
apartment mid-afternoon.
She starts off with an accusation before even saying hello. “You don’t
look that sick.” She says this less like an accusation and more like some kind of
consolation, so I laugh it away and say something about how I must look better
than I feel.
When there’s no feeling behind it, laughter is nothing but a weird,
upbeat, choking sound. Funny how I just realized that.
Emily also brought spaghetti, so we sit down together and eat some.
She doesn’t comment on how I haven’t cleaned my apartment in days or how I
have no food in the fridge or pantry. We sit at my table in silence, shoving pasta
into our mouths. She tries to make conversation once or twice, but my answers
are to blunt to carry it.
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When we finish, I clean the dishes in the sink. She offers to help, but I
don’t let her.
“You can have the leftovers.”
“Thank you.”
She stands and watches me clean the dishes. She’s behind me so I can’t
see her, but I can feel her staring at me. I can feel the elephant in the room,
too.
Finally, she breaks the silence. “Do you want to talk about—”
“No.” I say it bluntly and flatly.
“Oh. Okay. You know I’m here for you when you’re ready.”
“Yeah.”
There’s nothing left to say, so she leaves soon after.
I spend the rest of the day in bed.
Friday:

I guess Emily is giving me some space after yesterday, because she
doesn’t call me or show up.
Nobody calls me, actually. Finally, the world’s leaving me alone. It’s a
lot easier to wither away without interruption.
I eat all of the spaghetti leftovers in the morning, and by ten or so,
I’m hungry again. I walk over to the bar.
I don’t wind up eating anything except some peanuts to go with the
drinks. Elliot’s there, as always.
He waits until the fourth drink this time. “You’re a waste. Look at
you. »
I look at the mirror spanning one wall of the bar. He’s right. I’ve
been wearing the same clothes since last time I came here. I haven’t showered,
haven’t shaved. My eyes are sunken in and my face is hollow. Emily wasn’t
lying; I do look sick. No, I look dead.
Good.
“You re disgusting. You just sit here and wallow in guilt and shame and
it’s revolting. How do you sleep at night?”
I don’t, I remind him. I don’t sleep at night, not unless I take some
pills.
“When will you take the whole bottle, then?”
Pretty soon, no doubt. Pretty soon.
Saturday:

I woke up sometime in the middle of the night and vomited.
Fortunately, there wasn’t much to throw up. Unfortunately, I fell asleep right
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afterwards. I wake up with my face sticky and foul.
I wash it off in the sink, but still don’t shower. My boss calls once I
rinse off. He’s really worried about me, he says.
“We just heard what happened. I’m sorry. We had no idea.”
“How’d you find out?”
“Nancy in accounting goes to the same church as her mother.”
“It’s okay.”
“Take as much time as you need.”
“Okay.”
“I’m sorry for your loss.”
“Thank you.”
The mechanic also calls, asking why I never contacted my agent.
“It slipped my mind, sorry.”
I’m sorry. I’m sorry.
I don’t even realize when I zone out, but when I m back, the line is
dead.
Sunday:

My house smells like garbage and vomit. The inside of my mouth
tastes sour and grimy from not brushing my teeth. I haven’t eaten in a whole
day. My wallet is almost empty. I don’t have a car anymore. I never replaced
the band aids on my arms or legs and now the little cuts are leaking pus.
But I don’t care. I don’t care anymore.
I trip over an empty bottle on the floor and cut my leg on the side of
my coffee table. It slices right through my jeans and starts bleeding pretty bad.
I don’t patch it up. Instead, I go to the bar. I don’t know what time it
is.
“You’re pathetic.”
Yeah, I know.
“It’s your fault.”
Yeah, I know.
“You were careless and now she’s dead.”
I know.
“You didn’t even love her, did you?”
No, you’re wrong, Elliot. I loved her. I loved her so much.
I can’t stand him anymore. I don’t know how many drinks we’ve
shared, but I can’t be in this room with a drunk who hates me and hurts me
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every chance he gets.
He’s on the street as soon as I am, burning with fury and wrath. He
knocks me to the ground in a second. My teeth grind against each other on
impact and my head bangs against the concrete. I’m facing the sky, looking
towards a streetlamp burning gold. He’s choking me now, and I open my
mouth wide and gasp for breath but I can only gurgle from my throat. The light
from the streetlamp is so intense, burning so bright it’s searing through my
eyes into my brain.
Then I’m on my side, facing the sidewalk. Vomit pours out of my
mouth and I cough and cough until my throat is empty and raw. I hear her
before I realize her hand is rubbing a slow circle on my back.
“Elliot! Elliot, what happened? Why are you alone on the street so late
at night? Have you been drinking?”
I cough and sputter into the pool of throw up until my chest stops
heaving and my breathing slows. I stare into it, stare into the sidewalk.
And then I start crying.
Emily wraps her arms around me and pulls me to my feet, shushing
me and soothing me as she drags me into her car. She starts the engine but
keeps one hand on my shoulder, rubbing a gentle circle as she drives down the
road. I sob loudly and openly, but Emily doesn’t say a word, only shushes me
tenderly every now and then. Finally, she stops the car and turns it off. We’re in
the parking lot in front of my apartment.
She makes no move to get out of the car. Instead, she turns to me. My
sobbing has turned to sniffling by now.
“Elliot, we need to talk about this.”
«T >
I m sorry.n
She knits her brow. “For what?”
“I killed Christine. She was your best friend, and I killed her.”
Emily flinches, and for the first time, I wonder if she’s actually ready
to talk about this herself.
“You didn’t kill her.”
“I was driving.”
“The other guy ran the light.” She looks pained and her eyes are
glistening. “You can’t blame yourself, Elliot.You loved her and she loved you. “
“She was mad at me, that night. We were arguing. She died mad at me,
Emily.”
“And she died loving you.”
The silence stretched between us for a long moment before she broke
it with a sigh. “She would want you to take care of yourself.”
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“Yeah, you’re right.”
“She’d want us to look out for each other.”
“Yeah.”
The silence stretched between us again.
“It’s time to start healing, for both of us. I’m not just grilling you. I
haven’t been doing any better. I put on a brave face for you but I haven’t been
showing up to work either.”
“I’ll make your doctor’s note and you can make mine.”
She laughs, and in doing that, the tears finally slip out of her eyes.
She smiles at me, a real, genuine smile, tinted with sadness at the corners. “She
would’ve done it for you.Told you how stupid you are but made one anyway.
Same for me.”
“Yeah, she would have.” I smile back at her, feeling the same hint of
sadness she showed. “She’ll rise out of the grave and kill us both if we don’t do
it first.”
“Oh God, you’re right.” She gazes towards the window. “The funeral
is tomorrow. That could help us, maybe.”
“Definitely.”
We both stare out the window. A single street lamp illuminates the
door to my apartment.
“Thank you for taking me home.”
“Anytime. Do you need a ride tomorrow, since your car...?”
“That’d be great.”
It was an anticlimactic, almost awkward goodbye. The silence in my
apartment was complete, and I took a moment to drink it all in.
“I really need to clean.”
But that could wait until morning. Right now, it was time to get
myself cleaned up. Then I would go to bed, wake up in the morning, and go
to the funeral. Maybe then I’d get food with Emily, or finally call my agent, or
clean my whole apartment and buy groceries so I’d stop starving. There were a
lot of things I could do, and a lot of things that I needed to do.
Time had stopped for a week, but it was back. Now, it was time to
move on.
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Freedom Farms Inc
by Tonya Streeter
Where our products live free!
Cam wanted nothing more than to go home and binge watch as many
seasons of her favorite show as possible before she had to come back to this
nightmare tomorrow. Her mind kept drifting to the big screen TV she’d bought
with her last paycheck. No one wanted to do this shit and the government
knew it. With those big checks, they bought her silence, and she didn’t mind.
Cam walked up and down the line of obese, doped up kiddies,
trying to ignore the smell of shit and piss that wafted up her nose from the hay
covered floor, and poking a few of them with her taser to get them to move
forward. One of the bigger kids, no. 409303 according to the brand seared into
its back, was holding up the line. Cam was about to taze him, but as she got
closer she heard him muttering random words...
***

Pommy imagined the line resembled a caterpillar from above as the
children disappeared one by one into what the Feeders called The Playground.
Their excitement made them bulge from left to right as they swayed naked
on their swollen feet, mimicking a caterpillar’s crawl.Tommy couldn’t wait to
see a real caterpillar again. Soon, he’d see more than caterpillars. He’d see his
mom, and they d play tag in the grass. Or the yellow thing in the sky would
warm them as they told stories. What is the yellow thing called?
“Do you remember what that yellow thing in the sky is called?
The boy in front ofTommy glanced at him and shook his head, “No, but
I think it started with S.”
Tommy thought that sounded right and began to list all the words he
could remember that started with S. Step. Stair. Stem. Stop. Sad. Sick.
***

Sick? Even though this company was twisted, they still didn’t want
folks eating sick meat one sick customer could lead to an investigation.
“Hey, you,” Cam said, poking the kid with her gloved fingers. No.
409303 looked at her right in her eyes. She couldn’t remember ever looking
at any of these kids in their eyes, and now she knew why. There was something
alive and innocent in the grey, dazed gaze he held. She tore her eyes from his,
focused on his nose instead.
“You sick?You said something about sick,” Cam asked.
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Tommy felt sick a lot, so when the Feeder asked him if he was sick, he
nodded. He watched as she pulled out a black thing that she talked to.
“We might have a sick one near the back of the line,” the Feeder told
it. A fuzzy noise and a man’s voice came out of the black thing, “What’s wrong
with it?”
“What’s wrong with you?” It took Tommy a minute to figure out she
was talking to him now, not the voice in the black thing.
Tommy didn’t know, so he didn’t answer.
“He won’t say,” the Feeder told the voice.
“He’s probably faking. They’re not as dumb as we think,” the voice
answered.
“Yeah, well, I’m not going to fucking lose my job if it turns out he is.
Just saying,” the Feeder put the black thing away. “Move up.” It took Tommy a
minute to understand, and then it took him another minute to actually move
his heavy body forward. His body didn’t feel like his: it was too big.
***

Slaughter days took for-fucking-ever. At this rate, she and the other
feeders would be here till morning before all of the kids in this haul were
officially on their way to being sold in supermarkets with packages that
promised 100% Lean Turkey! Satisfaction Guaranteed!
Cam tried to think about her new TV to pass the time. She spent as
much time as possible staring at her TV or surfing the internet, so much so
that she felt nothing but boredom when another feeder decided to have some
fun with one of the kids—usually by turning their taser up and frying the fuck
out of one of the smaller, less meaty kids. Cam considered these acts juvenile
and beneath her, but she did enjoy the occasional poke with the taser on the
lowest setting—the sting causing the kid to yelp and jump forward, knocking
the kid in front of them down. She and the other feeders would laugh while
the downed kid would struggle to get back on its feet—hay sticking to its ass
cheeks and belly. We all need a laugh once in a while, she’d tell herself if guilt
tried to creep into her gut during the night.
Thinking about TV wasn’t working for her today. Those kid’s grey eyes
kept creeping into her mind. He was close to the front now.
Cam watched as no. 409303 entered the slaughter room. She never
watched the kids go in, but this time, she couldn’t look away. For a moment,
she wanted to yank him from the line and run out of this hell with him, but
that was absurd. First of all, there’s no way he could run with his weight and
the amount of dope in his system. Second, they’d both be shot by security
before they made it outside. She let him go, tried to forget his eyes. Soon, he’d
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just be a distant memory anyway. There was nothing she could do if, even if she
really wanted to.
***

Tommy only had a few more steps until he was the head of the
caterpillar. He was still thinking of the yellow thing in the sky that started with
S. He supposed he could ask his mom what it’s called and they could see it
everyday, so he would never forget its name again.
Finally, the boy in front of Tommy entered The Playground, leaving
behind the sounds of the cheering kids. Tommy felt that his turn to enter was
taking longer than it did for everyone else. Then, the metal door lifted and
called him in. He paused, wondered for the first time why it was so dark in The
Playground. The girl behind him pushed him forward, and that’s all he needed
to make him walk into freedom.
The Playground’s smell burned Tommy’s nose, but underneath the
burning, he smelled something familiar, like the metal bars of his cage back on
the Feeding Floor.
The lights turned on, bright and blinding. Two strong, rubber hands
placed Tommy’s head between prongs and tightened them so he couldn’t move.
One of the rubber hands slapped his butt and a voiced yelled, Ready!
The shine of the lights was still too bright; he couldn’t look around.
The shine. And then he remembered the name of the yellow thing in the sky,
Sun. He smiled.
***

After no. 409303 went in, the line started moving faster. The guys in the
slaughter room were probably cutting corners, trying to finish before sun-up.
Soon, there were only two kids left for the day and Cam could practically feel
her ass sinking into her Ultra-Soft! Lay-Z-Boy Recliner where she’d stay until her
alarm went off and she had to face reality again.
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The Black Disease
by Asha Abdul-Samaad
Note: This is a monologue inspired by the event that occurred
in 1958, when Martin Luther King was stabbed at Blumstein’s
Department Store in Harlem by a woman with a letter opener.
They said a sneeze could have killed him.
Here I am, sittin in this chair that screams “I’m dyin.” My eyes
are red, lookin as if they bleedin. My teeth too brittle to even have any mo
purpose. Skin droopin like wet paint, and foldin like the clean towels I spend
too long to put away. It ain’t even got the beautiful rich color it used to. I got
sickness in my hands, my throat, my mouth. And don’t even get me started on
my sneezin. Man, I be coughin up germs more than air. My sneezin is always
scarin my heart, and my breath gets stripped away from my lungs like the little
hairs I pluck to even out my eyebrows. I’m being robbed of my own body. A
burglar to my anatomy. And sooner or later, I will be the one wearin black and
white. And not the kind they wear in jail. I was facin the mirror when I heard
on the radio of his incident. My grandbaby was pickin out my Sunday morning
dress for the day and as I got out my medication, I saw my reflection. The
radio, with that horrible static uzzin through them speakers, spoke deadening
words to me. “Martin Luther King has been stabbed. A young girl came up
to him during an autograph session with a letter opener... and sliced it right
through him.” And that’s when my heart started rippin out my chest. I felt as if
it was breaking through the strings of my bust’s flesh like the feet of those tied
by the clasps of broken rusted chains branded boldly with black servitude.
Martin Luther King’s life was just a sneeze away. And that’s when I
realized that all of our lives were, for letting off the softest release of germs
will only make them believe that we are infectious. They think that we are the
ones that our sick. That our skin, our success, our children were born dirty.
Flithy. Our flesh being the road they can stomp their fancy shoes onto. Our
flesh is the main symptom to know if you got the bug. They treat us like we got
a disease, refusin to drink the same water, walk the same streets, and breathe
the same air. What, do we got somethin in our eyes? Do you not want to catch
this infection? Cause if not, then what you gonna do about it because we ain’t
allowed in your hospitals either. Tell me, what would you diagnose us with?
Black Plague? Malaria? Isn’t that the disease from Africa? Aren’t we supposed
to be in Africa?
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You must think we spreadin death itself. And how ironic that are
sufferin is so funny to you. Is this some type of sexually transmitted disease
you may ask? Because no matter what, we keep comin and comin, like bacteria
right? And the disease keeps expandin into the air, pollutin nothin but....
black particles. Dr. King’s life was a sneeze away. He must got the disease too.
Could’ve drowned in his own blood. All of our lives are a sneeze away cause
letting out not even one drop of us, our voice, our eternity, will make them
build even more white picket fences and invest their money in more policemen
to try to “control” the epidemic. You can call me sick but to this sickness, I
am immune, cause I will never be ashamed of my diagnosis. My symptoms
are nothing to be ashamed of, and my sickness don’t have a cure, cause the
only thing we spreadin is the right to our own humanity. A stride towards
freedom. We don’t need doctors in white coats.The only doctor we need is
Dr. King, and he don’t have to wear white, or be white to be one. I got the
disease, and I ain’t got no regrets. This is a rare kind of bug, and we ain’t need
no red cross to save us. We already have one right here in this church.
Take a look at my skin, my flesh. What do you see? Have I been
playin the mud? Did I take a bath? Why is my skin so black? Why not? The
only thing dirty here is their hatred. Their cold hearts. Their lines separating us
from them, in fear of catchin our sufferin. But a few cleaner water pipes, rich
bungalows, and whites-only jazz clubs ain’t gonna stop us from spreadin. We
grow. We release. We breathe in this disease, lettin it rush deeply into the veins
of our ancestors and pour out into the smooth adolescent hands of the youth.
We spread our disease by buildin our communities together so that we got
brothers and sisters that don’t even live in the same house, the same street.
Check our list of symptoms, and you don’t see crippled because there
ain’t none of us limpin to those lunch counters. You would think that havin such
a powerful disease like this would make us tired, (laughs) Oh honey, the only
time we sitting down is at them very lunch counters. A double cheeseburger
and a milkshake, is all my grandbaby wanted. And yet I didn’t know that
hunger came in colors. Because if so, it sure ain’t no rainbow. Check our list
of symptoms and deaf ain’t one of them because we hear, we listen, and we
speak up. I got the disease, the bug, the infection, but do you see me bleeding?
Do you see me dying? Why don’t you come on inside and let me break it
down for you, sweetheart. I got two types of pain. The one from my old age,
and the one from their prejudiced rage. But isn’t it crazy how none of these
symptoms are of my disease. I got the disease. I got the beauty. Coffee skin,
golden smiles,and love, God I am blessed to be infected! But it’s a shame how
those who aren’t infected will never have understand. I guess you have to have
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the bug in order to truly understand it’s venom. To them, we are sick, but to us,
we are rich. And not of green Abe Lincolns and Benjamin Franklins, but of love
beyond skin deep and of power beyond the rifle.
Go get one of their smart doctors with a clipboard and take some
notes of our pain. Where does it stem from? Because it seems to me that the
only reason why we are labeled “infected” is because they don’t want to take
care of the bug they created in the first place. Are we really infected? Or are
their mirrors too clouded by their own unsound superiority? Because if so, I
got a few rags in the closet upstairs and I can tend to cleanin them, you know
doing what I do best as a black woman.
Who are then the ones really sneezing here? They have caused a
disease that we fail to spread. Thinkin they’re so pure. That since their skin
bleeds the same color of the angel’s wings or the white walls of the hospitals,
that they carry a certain purity. That they are above us. And how all this time,
the real infection has been spreading through them.
I thought we were all God’s children? My lord, what we have and
what we are, is not a disease. We have been mislabeled from the start. Turning
the negro to the nigger, turning our pride into our pain. Dr. King’s life was a
sneeze away. All of our lives are. But take a look at them and realize, the bug
has been crawlin through them this whole time.Their cruelty, their hatred,
their arrogance be spreadin like starving bacteria. But we are the white blood
cells, protecting our bodies against harm. Yes white, because I recall that
disease don’t discriminate. They seek and prey no matter if you got white
blood, blue blood, no blood. We all diseased.
The doctor’s life was a sneeze away. But his heart was stronger- he
could’ve drowned in his own blood. But he took the right antibiotics. No,
not them daily pills. Not a drug with a long scientific name to fool people to
thinkin that death is takin an extra-long stride. We are the cure. Antibiotics.
Anti-violence. I am proud to be black and a sample of my blood ain’t gotta be
collected to prove it. I am a slave to the disease. The Black Disease. The Black
Beauty.
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The Sky After a Storm
By Sam Sachs
The dull yellow sepia of a post-storm evening sun trickled into my room
through plastic blinds. It was quiet except for the hum of my overworked air
conditioning from above. As my eyes adjusted to the light, a dull throbbing
filtered past the static of sleep and settled against the light blue ocean of my
tumbled bed sheets.
The blue contrasted the subdued hues of my white walls and greyish carpet.
Some clothes and ripped paper scraps were scattered around on the floor like
half-forgotten thoughts edging their way back into my consciousness, as if to
tell me they were still important. I knew they weren’t, but it didn’t hurt to let
them try.
Clutter made the place feel like home, even if I’d just moved in two weeks ago
and the queen sized bed I lay on still felt like a steam boat adrift in a too-small
pond.
I’d never had a bed this big. Much like my apartment, it seemed too big, too
empty. Before my roommate moved in, my place was a cave, dark and lonely
without any color or light. I hadn’t been able to afford furniture, an issue
symbolic of this city, Columbus. A slightly too big and empty place with not
quite enough in it. It was a home for me, but I knew I’d be gone in a year as
soon as I moved in.
Only a few things and people could anchor a part of me here, but they would
move too so permanence wasn’t necessary. Even so, the color of the light
through the blinds showed a side to my empty home that I didn’t know if I was
ready to see.
The roads behind my apartment led to the school. This nexus of thousands of
lives was built of brick and cement and old wood from a bygone time of lead
paint. A time when we had trees that didn’t die. Steel beams held up uniform
rooms and windows that were stained with the constant breath and touch of
cyclical studies. Students, teachers, administrators all left the same oils on glass
and fingerprints on desks.
The white tile floors and newly laid hardwood bared what Columbus State
wants to be and what it was, much like the city. The smell of books was absent
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from the rooms; the hum of computers and new air-conditioning units had
replaced the sense of sitting in a study room with a book and really reading. In
a way, the changing times signaled something deeper—generations of students
trampling through memories of their predecessors as they walked to class.
The walls were still white inside; regardless, they were walls that held
learning in place. Student attentions would continue to drift on currents of
random thought. When it rained here, the bustle of students felt more alive.
The weather drew them out of their shells of going from Point A to Point B.
That was the charm of the college—seemingly everyday occurrences made the
students stand out more.
I’d spent more than four years in the same rooms, in the same buildings with
the same people. One more year had started and when it was over, people
would leave.
I would leave.
The city itself was something strange and twisted. Not in a dark way, but that
it twisted around itself constantly. Early in the morning when the sun was still
gray, the lights of cars would flicker across gravel, asphalt and trees, briefly
tinting everything white to red and back again, with the dull daylight filling in
the gaps as the sun rose.
The city woke up around 6:00. Sunlight was usually forgotten in favor of the
fluorescent lights filling every building. The gray tile at work reminded me
that this was a future I did not want to keep. Rude people stuck in an old train
station to get a meat patty on rounded bread was soul-crushing.
The Fall Line Trace hid just beyond my field of view, as if hiding a promise of
home. Cars constantly passed like fish through a current, a reminder that I only
had a little while left, even if I would age a hundred years behind the counter.
When I could finally go home, I would breathe in the air of outside, tinged
with exhaust and the ever-present bacon from the kitchen. I’d hop on my bike
and sail away, the Trace was my river and I was gone.
***

Columbus is weird, it has the personality of a sleepy town but the buildings and
noise of a big city. There are so many people, local and from far away, united
by the need to grow and find themselves. Even with all of the crazy things
meant to keep you busy and keep you moving, the city didn’t have the pulse of
Atlanta. It was too small, content to breathe slowly and take in all the sights
and sounds.
The open sky on the edges of town, with stars glinting quietly through clouds
was something I’d miss when I left. I wish I could throw stars at the sky back
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home and see them but there’s always too much light—from houses, street
lamps and constant billboards on the main streets. Light pollution is in
Columbus too, but it still has a few years to go before it’s too much.
I’d miss the calm of this city, the names I’d known and the streets I’d walked,
just like I’d miss that sepia light filtering in after the storm, a calm few rays
after a heavy rain, chaotic and frantic, but necessary for life to keep going.
It’s the last year I’ll be in this city, then I too will be gone.
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Saving the “Fallen Women1
by Jessica Silvis
In 1864 the first act of the Contagious Diseases Acts was passed and
shook up the society ofVictorian England. Despite Victorian moralities and
proprieties, these new laws passed by the C.D. Acts that targeted prostitutes
appalled the public in multiple ways. Depending on ones gender and class
led to the various reactions to the way prostitutes were “maintained” under
these laws. These harsh laws that ordered the offensive and intrusive checks
for venereal diseases of prostitutes in consequence ended up “galvanizing
a major Victorian feminist movement in which working- and middle-class
women worked together for a common cause,” (The Victorian Web). While the
Victorian men often romanticized the prostitutes opting to the think of them as
“fallen women” forced into their way of life while rejecting the possibility that a
woman might freely choose prostitution as her occupation.
Though it seemed like many wanted to help prostitutes, especially
after the C.D. Acts were passed, gender defined how one would view
prostitution and therefore how one would go about to “save” them. This gender
biased opinion on prostitution can be seen as a common theme in Victorian
literature since there was a gradual increase of female authors during these
times. A good example of how this bias worked with genders can be found in
the works of the famous Victorian sibling poets, Christina and Dante Gabriel
Rossetti. Though the two poets were raised together and taught the same
morals, the siblings had very different opinions on prostitution. A comparison
between Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s poem “Jenny,” and Christina Rossetti’s poem
“Goblin Market,” shows that though the siblings were taught the same morals,
their genders and Victorian society’s expectations from their genders, caused
them to have opposite views on how to help “fallen women.”
Victorian England found they had a rampant issue of venereal diseases
among their soldiers. British soldiers travelled around to several different
countries during these times of colonization, and as a consequence of the
prohibition of enlisted soldiers to marry or access to condoms, these soldiers
had numerous sexual encounters in numerous countries with numerous
diseases. When the British soldiers returned home, they were not examined
for venereal diseases and therefore not prevented from spreading these exotic
diseases to other soldiers and more commonly to England’s prostitutes. The
soldiers were not examined because it “demoralized the men,” (The Victorian
Web), so instead Parliament called for all prostitutes to be examined for
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venereal diseases and held in “hospitals” until they were cured. This call for
all prostitutes to be examined caused many mistaken accusations and harmed
many women’s reputation because there was not one united definition of
prostitution for police to rely on.
In the article “ Human Tigresses, Fractious Angels, and Nursery Saints:
Augusta Webster’s A Castaway and Victorian Discourses on Prostitution and
Women’s Sexuality,” Christine Sutphin explains the many difficulties of defining
prostitution in Victorian England remarking that" Some late eighteenth to
mid-nineteenth century definitions of prostitution were so all-encompassing
that definitions was indeed difficult,” (Sutphin SI7) which made it problematic
for police to “distinguish respectable women from prostitutes,” (Sutphin S16).
While there were brothels with prostitutes for hire during this time, this was
not where the definition ended. Definitions extended to other acts of sexuality
or promiscuity other than a woman being paid for sexual acts.
In A Treatise on the Police of the Metropolis written by Patrick Colquhoun
in 1796, Colquhoun compares a mere cohabitation without marriage to
prostitution saying “those in different ranks in Society, who live partly by
labourers and others without matrimony,” (Colquhoun 340). There were also
less specific definitions that gave such broad interpretations that would include
an overwhelming number of women in the label of “prostitute.” Such as the
Victorian English social researcher/journalist Henry Mayhew’s definition
of prostitution: “putting a woman’s charms to vile uses... Prostitution and
whoredom, then, have both the same meaning, viz., perversion to vile or filthy
uses,” concluding that “literally every woman who yields to her passions and
loses her virtue is a prostitute,” (Sutphin SI7).
In comparison to the much narrower definition used by the police
found in the Report of Royal Commission upon the Administration and Operation of
the Contagious Diseases Acts: “ residence in a brothel; solicitation in the streets;
frequenting places where prostitutes resort; being informed against by soldiers
and sailors; and lastly the admission of the woman her self,”(6). These obscure
and shifting blanket definitions along with overly specific definitions created
anxiety amongst women because of the “inability to distinguish between
prostitutes and respectable women,” (Sutphin 517) which led to the need to
help prostitutes in order to end the confusion.
Victorian England was focused on what was proper, respectable and
moral in a religious era, which cast stones upon anything deemed improper
such as prostitution. But as explained above, prostitution had a broad definition
and many women were wrongly judged. Through periodicals and works of
literature though, Victorian society began to read about the prostitute’s own
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strife’s in her life since woman writers were growing more common.This
personal insight gave Victorian readers separate reactions though; those that
pitied and romanticized the prostitute (“the fallen woman” trope) idealizing
the unrequited love of the prostitute or those that felt they were “victim[s]
of poverty,” (Wendelin 54) that were predisposed to “immoral tendencies,”
(Wendelin 54) but could be helped out of their class.
Victorian men to idealized the “fallen women” trope because they
enjoyed the “license to “fall in love” with working-class women without
seriously compromising his reputation, a license prohibited to women under
the double standards ofVictorian society,” (“Dante Gabriel Rossetti” 825).
This ideal gave men more reason to visit prostitutes more often than before
in their search for a “fallen woman” whom they need to save. The “fallen
woman” stereotype was of a woman of upper status whom by some means
has descended down into poverty and forced into prostitution as a way of life
despite the massive amount of shame she feels about her morals. For example
in 1858 a series of anonymous letters were sent into the Times of London titled
“One More Unfortunate,” where the writer “fits the fallen woman stereotype:
in her letter, she established that she was once of decent status, whose parents
had taught her by “precept and example,” and before her descent into vice,
she had been an ex-governess of a “highly respectable family.” [She] bemoaned
that she was “cut off from the moral, social and religious worlds,” and further
explains that she cannot give her real name because she is so “disgraced” and
“disreputable,” (Wendelin 60).
Prostitutes were merchandise for Victorian men who used them during
these times not only for physical pleasures but also for emotional pleasures
too in their obsessive fantasies. In prostitutes, Victorian men found they could
project whatever ideal they wanted on them during their paid time making
them feel powerful to the vulnerable prostitutes. This fad of believing that
the prostitutes were all “fallen women” who needed a hero to save them from
their immoral work they’ve been forced into caused an influx of men to visit
brothels.The sudden higher demand for prostitutes added to the already pre¬
existing difficulties in the task of finding replacement jobs for women so they
did not have to go into prostitution. Victorian men fed their egos with their
false “rescue” believing they were the hero in truly loving the prostitutes and
not just using her for sexual intercourse. However, these men did not marry
their prostitutes and truly rescue them from their loop in lower class because
the marriage would’ve damaged the man’s reputation and therefore he would
lose his social rank along with his money. Alas, while these men egotistically
acted out the role of false “hero” they were in actuality causing demand and
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ease of prostitution to rise with their narrow efforts. Dante Gabriel Rossetti
belonged to this group of men fantasizing over prostitutes and was infamous
for hiring them to be his models for his art and poetry. Along with a group
of friends, Dante Rossetti obsessed with his models and felt he was saving
them by hiring them for other tasks than sex (although it was not excluded
completely). His group of Pre-Raphaelites believed in the myth and ignored
the dark gritty truth of prostitution as many Victorian men chose to do as well,
while his sister Christina Rossetti felt very differently about prostitution, as did
the rest of Victorian women.
Contrary to the Victorian men’s ideal, Victorian women tended to
view the prostitution problem rationally but also with prejudice. It would not
be fair to say all men were accepting of the “falling woman” trope, it was easier
however for men to view prostitutes that way because of masculine stereotypes
of the time. The dispelling of this romantic myth was addressed by the wellknown sociologist in the Victorian era, Henry Mayhew when he wrote “ it is a
vulgar error, and a popular delusion, that the life of a prostitute is as revolting
to herself, as it appears to the moralist sternly lamenting over the condition
of the fallen, (Mayhew 212) in his book series London Labour and the London
Poor. As the truth behind prostitution and the effects of the Contagious Disease
Act were displayed to the public through media, Victorian society began to see
what a misconception the “fallen woman” myth was.
Thusly, the Victorian women could not view prostitutes as damsels
needing to be saved since they were not customers and women of every class
could identify with being treated as merchandise whether through arranged
marriages or sexual abuses. Because women could all identify with being
treated as objects, the issue with prostitution brought forth a unity amongst
females, though some women wanted to damn prostitutes for staying in their
position while others saw prostitutes as victims of the never-ending loop of
poverty. As stated by another prostitute known as “Another Unfortunate,”
in regards to her lower class upbringing: “my parents did not give me any
education; they did not instill my mind with virtuous precepts nor set me
a good example,” and offered her the “freedom” to become a prostitute”
(Wendelin 61). Women of lower class were viewed as immoral because of
their lack of religious education and some were not troubled by their choice
of prostitution because it was the only viable option of living that was given
them. The acceptance of this confession caused many to lose all sympathy for
prostitutes and cast them out of society.
Nonetheless not all hope was yet lost for them, there were others
(especially Christians) who wanted to convert prostitutes from their lifestyle
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and into religion to “save” these damsels.The Times’"One More Unfortunate”
again called to the sympathy of society claiming that “we are not all incapable
of being lifted out of the mire of reprobation,” (Wendelin 61) which also
indicated that “ while there may be suffering fallen women out in the streets,
they would be saved by the kind Christians within society,” (Wendelin 61).
There were many rehabilitation groups during the Victorian period provided
by churches and volunteers. Through these rehabilitation opportunities,
prostitutes could find shelter, food and even small jobs in the church as long
as they remained celibate while there. Volunteers, such as Christina Rossetti,
ran these groups and sought to “save” the prostitutes through their religious
beliefs and charity. A strong sense of sisterhood was formed during these
rehabilitations to protect and empower one another during their struggles.
Christina Rossetti wrote of this strong sisterhood and chance of redemption in
several of her poems, but most famously in her poem “Goblin Market.”
Oddly enough, despite their having contradicting opinions about
prostitution, Dante Gabriel Rossetti and Christina Rossetti were raised
together though he had further formal education than she. The Rossetti siblings
were “so close in age, the children felt little need to form friendships outside
the family,” (Emberson 247) and so had a very strong affection for one another
as well as a fierce competiveness. Their father praised them and “contrasted
Gabriel and Christina as ‘the two storms” while the other Rossetti childrenMaria and William- were called “the two calms,” (Emberson 248) revealing that
Dante Gabriel and Christina were always the more passionate of the Rossetti
children. The girls were both taught at home but not poorly educated for both
parents were highly intellectual and taught their daughters themselves as well
as having their friends tutor them (Emberson 248).The girls also absorbed any
knowledge they could from their brothers whom did go to school at King’s
College School.The Rossetti’s mother was deeply religious and taught her
children to be as well, but it was only Christina and Maria who fell in their
mother’s beliefs. Christina especially seemed to “have taken the Christian
doctrines in a very literal way, while her brother Dante Gabriel Rossetti was
“deeply irreligious,” (Emberson 249). Despite being raised in the same manner,
the two siblings did not agree on religion but still held high affection for one
another. This religious difference is what led them to feel different about
prostitution as shown in their poetry.
In Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s poem “Jenny,” the speaker observes
a prostitute comparing her to a book he cannot seem to understand and
sacrilegiously with the Madonna.The poem’s speaker reflects Rossetti’s own
obsessive beliefs about his lover (and eventually his wife) Elizabeth Siddal
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who was a prostitute he hired often as a muse. The speaker of the poem looks
upon the prostitute “Jenny” and sees the “fallen woman” in need of rescue. The
speaker is full of pity for Jenny as he describes her as a “ Poor flower left torn
since yesterday,” (14) and “Poor shameful Jenny, full of grace,” (18). While he
acknowledges both her shame and his own shame several times, he shows his
own disgust “ashamed of my own shame,” (385) in visiting a prostitute. In this
the readers can see the shallowness of the speakers “shame” as well as Rossetti’s
since the speaker is a mere reflection of himself. The speaker believes “Jenny”
is “thankful for a little rest-/glad from the crush to rest within,” (68-69) since
he lets her sleep on his knee instead of using her for sex. He goes on to belittle
her other costumers in comparison to himself who lets her rest since she is
tired in these lines:
“Who spares not to end what he began
Whose acts are ill and his speech ill,
Who, having used you at his will,
Thrusts you aside, as when I dine
I serve the dishes and the wine.” (84-88)
The speaker feels he is better than the other customers who treat
her as a consumable object instead of a person. Yet after he builds up his ego
about how kind he is for letting her sleep, he tries to rouse her saying “Well,
handsome Jenny mine, sit up, / I’ve filled our glasses, let us sup,” (89-90).
The speaker himself now wants her to wake up and give him attention making
him no better than the other men using her for sex. The speaker also forms
possessiveness over Jenny calling her “my Jenny” (22) or “Jenny mine” (7)
several times throughout showcasing how men would fantasize that a prostitute
that had several customers only belonged to themselves. This idea made
prostitutes unattainable to men and therefore they romanticized these “poor”
women with the “fallen woman” myth. Rossetti’s speaker in “Jenny” is but a
mere reflection of he felt himself over his models/prostitutes. Rossetti felt that
he was saving them from being used for sex by using them as models for his
paintings and therefore felt they should be grateful to him for saving them from
their undesirable jobs.
Adversely, Christina Rossetti’s poem “Goblin Market” is a metaphorical
story of a girl turning to prostitution (“the market”) and losing her morality
but her sister saves her sister from the men by sacrificing herself and
encouraging her sister to only love herself. Christina Rossetti gives an example
of how prostitution can ruin a young lady but how hope is not lost for her
redemption. Through religious symbolism and a “sisterhood” to help, a young
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woman may leave the prostitution ring and become a respectable citizen
again. The use of goblins in the poem is to show how animalistic men were
towards prostitutes with descriptions such as: “One had a cat’s face, /One
whisked a tail, / One tramped at a rat’s pace, / One crawled like a snail, /
One like a wombat prowled obtuse and furry,” (71-7S). Christina Rossetti not
only makes the goblins physical appearance animalistic but their actions are
primal as well when they attack Lizzie for turning down their offer when “they
trod and hustled her, / Elbowed and jostled her, / Clawed with their nails,
/ barking, mewing, hissing, mocking,” (399-402), which is a direct criticism
to men giving into their primal needs and treating prostitutes as prey. When
young Laura “clipped a precious golden lock,” (126) from her hair and gives it
to the goblins she agrees in giving a physical part of herself in return for their
goods, which is symbolic of course of how a young woman would give herself
physically to a man in return for goods, be it money or merchandise. In the
“Goblin Market,” Christina Rossetti has Laura make this choice of her own
free will to give example of how many women began prostitution thinking
it is a good trade, but as with Laura in the poem, these women slowly lose
their happiness and morals. Despite Laura freely choosing to partake in the
“market,” there is still hope for her to be saved, but not by another man (or
goblin in this case) but by her sister Lizzie who takes the moral high ground
and self sacrifices herself like a Christ figure to bring Laura back to life in the
lines “Eat me, drink me, love me;/ Laura, make much of me;” (471-472).
Christina Rossetti chose for sisters to save one another because of the strong
female bonds she saw between the formal prostitutes while she volunteered at
the Highgate Penitentiary for “fallen women.” She was moved by the way the
women would rely on each other for comfort, encouragement and protection
during their rehabilitation and wanted to show that no costumer would save
them, but only they themselves with the help of their sisters could change their
ways. In the concluding verse of “Goblin Market,” Christina Rossetti frankly
writes how Laura “would tell them how her sister stood/ In deadly peril to do
her good,” (SS7-SS8) which again calls to the bond the women had together
through the fight against prostitution. “Goblin Market” ends with a cheery and
hopeful verse:
“For there is no friend like a sister
In calm or stormy weather;
To cheer one on the tedious way,
To fetch one if one goes astray,
To lift one if one totters down,
To strengthen whilst one stands.” (562-567)
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With this verse Rossetti preaches to her readers that prostitutes can redeem
themselves and should rely only on themselves and their sisters to save them,
not to wait for a man to rescue you through marriage. Rossetti made her
message as clear as she could through her poem “Goblin Market” that though
women might freely choose to “fall” into prostitution, they could freely rise up
through the help of religion and herself to reclaim her morality and become
respectable once again.
Through these interpretations and comparisons of “Jenny” and “Goblin
Market”, the gender bias ofVictorian times in regards to the prostitution
issue can be seen. Dante Gabriel Rossetti believed in, like most stereotypical
Victorian man, that prostitutes were “fallen women” who needed to be rescued
by the men. He shows his belief in this romanticized myth through the selfreflection of the speaker in his poem ’’Jenny.” His sister though Christina
Rossetti showed her own opinion that prostitutes were not pitiful or helpless
but could save themselves through religion and the help of her sisters to
encourage her morals in her poem “Goblin Market .’’The Rossetti siblings were
raised with the same morals and education, but because of their gender and the
gender stereotypes ofVictorian times, they had opposing views on prostitutes
and how they could be save. This proves that gender could of created a bias on
how a person would form judgment on the prostitutes in Victorian England.
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An Appeal for a Modern Definition of Criminal Insanity
by Isabelle Balaban

Anybody who has ever watched a crime show has, in all likelihood,
witnessed the use of the M’Naghten rule, in which a defendant may be deemed
not guilty by reason of insanity, assuming he or she did not know right from
wrong at the time of the offense. The realization in the British House of Lords
in 1843 that a stricter legal standard for assessing insanity was require lead to
the establishment of the M’Naghten rule was established (Emanuel Francone,
Insanity Defense, Legal Information Institute Cornell Law School). While
understanding of human behavior and mental illness has progressed since 1843,
the legal precedent established by this rule remains the same in almost every
state. The M’Naghten rule appeared prominently in popular culture in the
trial scene of Truman Capote’s In Cold Blood, when the psychiatric experts are
barred from providing anything more than a yes or no answer when asked if the
accused were able to distinguish right from wrong at the time of the murders.
Had they been allowed further testimony, the experts stated that they would
have discussed the roles of childhood abuse and brain damage from automobile
accidents in the crime. However, like many arcane laws, the M’Naghten rule
does not accommodate history and context. The M’Naghten rule is outdated,
as it focuses solely on a defendant’s cognitive abilities, has unclear language,
and could be replaced by the Irresistible Impulse Test or the Model Penal Code.
The M’Naghten rule only takes into account the defendant’s
intellectual function, while ignoring the emotional and compulsory elements
that contribute to most crimes. The majority of criminal acts, particularly
homicide, are crimes of passion. In 2010, 53.0 percent of homicide victims
knew their murderers, and 24.8 percent of victims were murdered by family
members.
Therefore, of the 12,996 murder victims for which data was obtained,
it follows that 6,888 were victims of crimes of passion (Expanded Homicide
Data, FBI: Uniform Crime Reporting).The M’Naghten rule intentionally limits
the insanity defense so as to exclude crimes of passion, which are generally
committed by people who are caught up in the heat of the moment but
cognizant of the fact that what they are doing is wrong. All people experience
strong emotions at times, and may do or say things which they will later regret.
Though aware that their behavior was wrong, the perpetrator continued anyway
because they were not thinking clearly. A lack of emotional control can be as
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blinding as a lack of intellectual control. The goal of the M’Naghten rule is to
make the burden of proof so intense that it is rare that a defendant should ever
truly fit the model of complete unawareness of the legal and moral rectitude of
an action, and thus renders it very difficult for an insanity defense to be used.
Those who commit crimes of passion are arguably aware that their actions were
illegal and therefore are not technically insane.
However, at the time of the offense they may have been overcome with
emotion to the point of obscuring their intellectual insight. Thus, what would
appear to be a virtue of the M’Naghten rule to those who support it is then
transposed and becomes yet another flaw as the rule fails to take into account
temporary versus long-term insanity. For example, the M’Naghten rule would
not distinguish between a woman suffering a bout of postpartum depression
and someone with long term schizophrenia or another chronic mental illness.
While most legal jargon is confusing to the average person, even judges have
had trouble deciphering the true meaning of the language in the M’Naghten
rule, so much so that as early as 1963, Professor Hall of Indiana University Law
School proposed a collaborative seminar or study by judges to address difficulty
in rulings using the M’Naghten rule (Jerome Hall, The M’Naghten Rules and
Proposed Alternatives, American Bar Association Journal). The official ruling
states:
“Every man is to be presumed to be sane, and...that to establish a
defense on the ground of insanity, it must be clearly proved that, at the time of
the committing of the act, the party accused was laboring under such a defect
of reason, from disease of mind, and not to know the nature and quality of the
act he was doing; or if he did know it, that he did not know he was doing what
was wrong (The M’Naghten Rule, US Legal).”
However, it is unclear whether or not the word “wrong” in this case is
referring to an action that is legally wrong, or simply morally wrong. This is a
critically important distinction because while the defendant may not know the
exact letter of the law, most defendants do have a basic understanding of right
from wrong on a moral level. That said, some defendants do not.
Regardless, it is not the place of the court to determine morality, and
it is impossible to set a legal precedent solely on moral grounds, as morality
may not be corollary with law. Of course, proponents of the M’Naghten rule
will argue that it is referring to wrong in the legal sense of the word. However,
there is really no way of knowing the true meaning of the rule as it was meant
to be enforced. This is dangerous because uncertainty in the legal field can be
the difference between life and death, freedom and incarceration.
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The M’Naghtenrule is neither the best nor the only option to determine
insanity in court. One commonly employed alternative is the Irresistible Impulse
test, which can either be paired with the M’Naghten rule or stand alone. It was
first accepted by the Alabama Supreme Court in the 1887 case Parsons v. State.
The Irresistible Impulse test is contingent upon having a mental illness which
precludes control over one’s actions so that they stay within legal parameters
(The Irresistible Impulse Test, FindLaw). While, like the M’Naghten rule, the
Irresistible Impulse test excludes crimes of passion, it broadens the insanity
defense to apply to those who suffer from manias and paraphilias. Another
superior method of assessing legal insanity is the Model Penal Code, created
in 1972 by the American Law Institute. The Model Penal Code combines the
cognitive component of the M’Naghten test with the intentionality aspect of
the Irresistible Impulse Test. Section 401 of the code states that a defendant
is not guilty if a mental illness causes them to lose “substantial capacity either
to appreciate the criminality of his conduct or to conform his conduct to the
requirements of the law” (The “Model Penal Code”, FindLaw).
Though crimes of passion are again not taken into account, the
Model Penal Code represents the most modern and progressive accepted
legal definition of insanity. There are always those who are content with the
status quo and are frightened of change. Supporters of the M’Naghten have
advocated for its improvement rather than its replacement, though very little
in our society has remained the same since 1843. As society, psychology, and
law evolve, so too must legal procedure.
The M’Naghten rule is archaic, ambiguous and should be replaced, or at the
very least supplemented with either the Irresistible Impulse Test or the Model
Penal Code. Even these however, have a far too narrow scope when defining
insanity as all of these rules, and such tests fail to take into account a temporary
lapse in judgment even if a mental illness or condition cannot be officially
diagnosed. While change in the legal system is a slow moving mechanism,
changes in public thinking and the understanding of right and wrong, sanity and
insanity, will most likely result in the revision of the almost 200 year-old rule.
Laws change every single year, so there is no reason that rules in court should
not develop along with them. Truman Capote himself observes in In Cold Blood
that it is hard to distinguish between a “sane” versus an insane murderer, though
how to assess sanity objectively does not lie within the use of the M’Naghten
rule.
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